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In this issue we feature articles that should further our understanding and appreciation of bow/string interactions, the inner
workings of the violin and the classical guitar, plate tuning, graduation systems, and tools for acoustical measurements. In
addition we introduce some new features.

We begin with a description of an ambitiousproject to compile, map, and statistically analyze thickness graduation data.
Next, we have an exceptionally clear and thoughtful discussion of the physical dynamics of bowing a violin string by Robert T.
Schumacher.This subject is more complicated than it is often portrayed, and Schumacher helps to clear up somecommonly held
misconceptions about what happens when bow touches string. Instrument makers should take interest in a major new work
thatrepresentsseveralyears of research by OliverRodgers and PamelaAnderson.These authors have used finite elementmodels
to measurethe effects of slight changes in arching height, wood thickness, bridge character, soundpost location, bassbar height,
and other factors. Results show thatmodifying certain factors may have much more influence on tonalquality than others. For
plate tuning enthusiasts, Robert Wilkins describes a method for using the shaker table to take plate tuning one step further. In
addition, we are pleased to have the opportunity to publish a sampling of extendedabstracts from the InternationalSymposium
on Musical Acoustics (ISMA), held in Perugia, Italy in Sept. 2001. These papers describe"cutting-edge" research on important
subjects.

We introduce a new section entitled "Questions and Answers" to help provide feedback to readers' questions. This issue's
question is concerned with finding specific sources for synthetic materials for musical instruments. In addition, we introduce
features on interesting articles in other journals, and interesting internet pages. The internet has become a major resource for
makers, researchers, and enthusiasts, and we thank Kelvin Scott for compiling some web links that may be of interest to our
readers.

We are continually striving to improve the journal. Please send us your comments and suggestions.

Good reading!

Jeffrey S. Loen

The CAS Journal is published twice a year by the Catgut Acoustical Society, Inc. a non-profit organization which aims to
increaseand diffuse knowledge of musical acoustics and to promote the construction of fine stringed instruments.
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Pamela J. Anderson is a violinmakerwho restores and repairs instruments atWm. Moennig & Son

in Philadelphia, PA. She is a graduate of Bryn Mawr College with a BA in Philosophy, studied cello

withFrancis dePasquale of thePhiladelphia Orchestra, and in 1978 graduatedfrom the International

School of Violin Making in Cremona, Italy. During the past several years she has collaboratedwith

Oliver Rodgers on acousticalexperiments. Ms. Anderson is on the Catgut Acoustical SocietyBoard of

Trustees.

Jeff Loen is an earth scientist whoalso makes andrepairs violins. Since earning his Ph.D. from Colorado StateUniversity in 1990he

has worked mainly as a mapping professional for StateandFederalagencies, using geographic information systems (GIS) to display and

analyze data about naturalresources and geologic hazards. He also serves as Editorof the CAS Journal.

Oliver E. Rodgers is a mechanical engineer and violin player whoupon retirementbecame fascinatedwith the intricacies of making
and technically understanding violins. He has been a Catgut Acoustical Society Board member for many years and is a frequent
contributor to the CAS Journal. The analytical work of the present paper was done using the computer system of the Mechanical

EngineeringDepartment at the University of Delaware during the time when the senior author had access to their facilities.

Bob Schumacher is a retiredprofessor of physics at Carnegie Mellon University. Prior to his conversion to musicalacoustics research

in the 1970'she did research on various condensedmatter projects using the tools ofmagnetic resonance. His musicalacoustics interests

have been mainly on the oscillations of musical instruments with emphasis on stringed instruments. In the work described in his

"update" heis using hisknowledge of the bowedstring to investigateproblems in the fundamentals of friction. He hopes at somepoint
to return to questions more directlyrelated to the violin family.

RobertA. Wilkins is a retired academicwith a background in electrical mechanics, philosophy of science, and education. A long time

first violinist in two non-professional orchestras, he becameactively interestedin violinmaking in 1985out of a desire to make a good
violin for himself, a good cello for his wife, Cathryn, and to satisfyhis desire to understand the physics of the violin. To datehe has

made25 violins, six cellos, and one violausing theHutchins bi-tri octaveplate tuning method.
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Dr. Herman Medwin Receives ASA Gold Medal IJfK
In June, 2001, CAS memberDr. Herman Medwinwas awarded the Gold Medal at the Acoustical Society of America
meeting in Chicago, 111. Each spring the Gold Medal is presented for contributions to acoustics. The first GoldMedal
was presented in 1954, and biennially until 1981. It is nowan annual award.

Hank Medwin was born in Springfield, Massachusetts. In 1941 he received his B.S. in Physics from Worchester
Polytechnic Institute, and helater received a doctoratein acoustics from theUniversity of California at Los Angeles. In
the 1950's he began working at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, California. His research interests there included the
scattering of sound from rough surfaces, and acoustical oceanography. His publications include contributions on the subjects of the
sounds made by falling raindrops, studies of bubbles near the sea surface, and the acoustics of auditoriums. Hank's work included
studies based both on field measurements at sea, and experiments in laboratories. He was a co-author with Clarence Clay of the
popular 1977 text "Acoustical Oceanography", and more recently (1997) "Fundamentals of Acoustical Oceanography". Medwin
previously was awarded the ASA's Silver Medal in Acoustical Oceanography, and an honorary doctorate from Worchester Polytechnic
Institute. Hank has had a lifelong interest in playing the violin,and has performed as a violinistwith the UCLA Symphony Orchestra
and the Los Angeles Civic Orchestra.

We applaud Hank Medwin for his manycontributions to acoustics, and congratulate him upon receiving this important award.

NVFA Begins Newsletter Series

The New Violin Family Association, Inc. has published a newsletter entitled "The Violin Octet". It features information about
publications, highlights aboutscientific investigations, memoriams, articles about thevarious members of the Octetby players, scholars,
luthiers, and composers, a list of future performances, and information aboutrecordings. We wish theNVFA the best of luck with
their new endeavor.

The Violin Octet newsletteris published semiannuallyby the NewViolin Family Association, Inc., 112 Essex Avenue, Montclair,
NJ 07042.

Dr. Paul Krikorian

Dr. PaulKrikorian, physician and musician, died on Aug. 8, 2001, at his homein Harding Township, New Jersey. He was 79. His long
career intertwined electrical engineering, medicine, and music. His early trainingwas in electrical engineering, and he worked as a

department chief at Western Electric. During World War 11, despite a deferment, he enlisted in the Navy, and for two years he
operated a radio station in the South Pacific that featured classicalmusic, especially that of his favorite composers, Mendelssohn and
Rachmaninoff. After the war, Krikorian studied pre-med at St. Peter's College in Jersey City, earned his medical degree from New
York University, and openedhis medical practice in 1953. His knowledge of electrical engineering, combined with his medical skills,
allowedhim to develop and patent a device for heart patients that increasedblood flow to the heart. In his free time, he played the
violin in several local orchestras in New Jerseyand also sang in church choirs. Dr. Krikorian hadbeen a memberof the CAS since 1975.
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Comments on a Paper Entitled
"Acoustic Radiation from Bowed Violins"

Lily Wang and Courtney Burroughs

Oliver Rodgers

We already know that our ears and brains
cannot provide us with the details of the
composition of a sound—only its timbre.
Hence it was with great interest that I read
the summary of Lily Wang's thesisproject
[I], This work produced the first detailed
experimental results that measure and
display the spacial distributionof sounds

region on the sound post side. The The paper offers thefollowing implications
sound radiatedfrom thetop is stronger for makers and those trying to learn by
than that from the back. However, recording and/or listening to violin sounds:
above 600 Hz the source of sound „ - ., . . , . - The process of sound radiation is sobecomes more localized on the top . . , , , , . .

, , ....... intricate and detailed that it isplate, and the spacial distribution . ... ... . . ., , impossible to duplicate the sounds or abecomes more and more uneven as ..... , , . ... , . violin being played in recordings,
pitch increases. ° l °

when played with a bow from the open G _ . ,

rtrt

TT / i

'

The space in which an instrument is. i 1

rt

i i

■

t 1

"

bor tones up to about 600 Hz (one and a . , . . .
string up to beyond the 9th harmonic. 1 have . ,r . „ ... played is important in determining. r , , half octaves above openC stringpitch) r

__.

,
known from my readmeover the years that . ....... r . sound patterns. What we hear is, ...... .... the spacial distribution of sound energy . . ,
the sound distributionaround a violinwas . . , - dependenton where we sit in a room.

■

1

"

ls the same as that of a point sourcevery complicated, but the figures in this . .. ...... . „, , , r . ,. r

i-i,i

(uniform in all directions and - Ihe best we can hope for is to recordpaper forced me to realize both how ...... . . .. - . „ . . . „
1 x ....... ... diminishing with distance from the weii enough to permit A-B comparisoncomplicated the distributionscan be in the , r 1 , m * i i , 1 ".. , , . . ..... apparent source, the centerof theplate). tests. lo help produce usable inputhigher harmonics and how impossible it is , , , , . r. , ..... . , ... „, ....... . , data, makers should find players
to describein an absolute sense how a violin - Ihe spatial distribution of sound .... . , ._ , , . , , .

,-i

willing to try out instruments to help
sounds. Results of this paper deserve the becomes more complicated as . . rr . ,..,., r . .

■

1 evaluate the effects of changes,
careful attention of violin makers. frequencies increase, and each

Experiments were done in an acoustic frequency (harmonic) has its own - The top plate deserves a maker's
space. Bowing was done using a continuous pattern. There may bebeams of sound. primary attention. Don't spend much
horse hair belt driven by an electric motor. At higher pitches, there are spaces full time on the back (especially the lower
The belt bowed open D and A strings and of sound and others with little sound back) except as it might influence how
data were recorded on the spacial energy, the patterns of which change the middle of the instrument sounds
distributionof sound energy. Intensityfields drastically with very small changes in (through the soundpost),
are presentedin a series ofillustrationsthat frequency.
make itpossible formakers to develop some „. , r REFERENCEThe sound patternin space of any given r . 1 wr Txr . _ , _ _ ,_,__„
concept of how sounds of various harmonics , .

,*

, „ c |1J Wang, L.M., andBurroughs,

C.8.,

2001,r , „ tone (pitch) is the same, regardless of . . ... r . . .
are distributed. These show howdifficult it , . . . ,

.

Acoustic radiation frombowed violins:

_

,

.

, , howit is generatedin a particularviolin. _ . . „ . ; .. A
is to develop a simphfied modelin our heads „ , , . , Journal Acoust. Soc. Amer., vol. 110,no.r f . bor example, the unique spacial
to use as we modify instrumentsto improve . f , , ~,, f , 1,p. 543-555.to use as we modify instrumentsto improve ..... ' , c. , . . .1 r distribution of the sound field of the
the sound quality. The paper forms the , , , c , . ,n \ r r 6th harmonic of theA string matchesfollowingconclusions: t , ....... c .b the measuredspacial distributionof the

- Most of the soundradiation is generated 9th harmonic of theD string which is
the top plate, especiallyin the C bout veryclose in pitch (roughly 2640 Hz.).
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Thickness Graduation Mapping:
Methods and Goals

Most makers of violin family instruments
hope to emulate theworkof famous makers
of the past, such as Amati, Stradivari, and
del Gesu. For most this is an elusive,perhaps
unattainable goal, and many efforts
invariably fall short of the mark. This is
partly because much of our information
about fine old violins is little more than
mythology. We lack data on old master
instruments, so our questions are answered
by opinions and speculations rather than
by scientific observation and reason. A
handful of modern makers who have had
considerable success at reaching the
"unattainable" goal share one
characteristic—they have studied details of
actualclassic instruments in a scholarly and
often scientific way. Other equally skilled
makers lacking such knowledge can make
fine quality violins, although it is unlikely
that they perform mechanically or
-acoustically like old master instruments.
Likewise, acoustical scientists and other
researchers who wish to develop useful
results for makers should, if possible, base
at least some of their measurements,
computer models, and experiments on
actual classic instruments [I]. Valuablework
along these lines has already been published
in CASJ [2,3,4,5,6].

One of themost important measurements
on classic instruments is thickness of top
and back plates (see ISMA abstractbyLoen,
this volume). These subtle variations in
thickness (along with arching and other
factors) influence howplates twist, flex, and
cause movements thatwe finallyperceive as
sound. Many arrays of thickness data
points appear in books, posters, and
technical drawings, and an initial database

Jeffrey S. Loen
Kenmore, WA USA

Email: Casjeditor@aol.com

of thickness graduation datawas compiled graduations is not a new idea [7], although
based on published sources. Data from the use of GIS provides a systematic method
museumfiles and other unpublished sources that is fast, accurate, and reproducible,
have been addedandcurrently the database Besides generating usefulvisual displays (fig.
includes more than 230 plates of violin, 1, 2), statistical tests can be applied to the
viola, and cello. database, currently comprising more than

Once collected, thickness measurements 17,000 measurements, in order to derive
are mappedusing a geographic information general relationships and trends based on
system (GIS), which allowscolored contour large numbers of plates. Please note that the
maps to be made, plus other types of use of statistical methods on large numbers
analysis. Contour mapping of violin of data points minimizes the effects of

Figure 1. Contour graduationmaps of a violinmadein 1650by NicoloAmati, produced using
a GIS system (natural neighbor interpolation; contourinterval0.25 mm). DatacollectedbyA.T.
King and G. Frisch using hacklinger gauge (instrument is viewed from outside). Access to
instrumentcourtesyof Divisionof Cultural History, SmithsonianNationalMuseum ofAmerican
History. Note highvariability and markedasymmetryof top and pronouncedconcentricpattern
and extreme thin spots (min 1.3mm) on back.
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spurious data caused by regraduation, to pin holes onbacks of Italianviolins?
shrinkage, patching, repairs, datacollection "Do positions of centers of back
errors, etc. thicknessvary according to maker, and

Objectives of the project are to develop how does this influence tone?
an analytical and documentation database . r , .. ..

J;

" "7 " Can we use statistics to discriminate
to help violin makers, restorers, curators, , , -, r i r...... one maker s plates from those of
and acousticalscientists answera variety of , -,. 3 another?
questions about fine instruments. Such

" Uj_ " i j £ " Are highly arched plates graduated
questions might include the following: .. „„,

".,

,

-,-rr

" differently than plates having low" What are visible differences in . . .. r °arching?graduation between good and bad
j. " ,c a o\-> * Are one-piece (slab or quarter) backssoundinginstruments (fig. 1,2)? .. wn . graduated differently than two-piece

" What are the most common , , _ 1.... . backs?
distributions of thickness used,
depending on maker, timeperiod, and GIS can beused> for example, to compute
location? "average thickness" maps, based on dozens

■

w/u c t, j °f fme instruments, to serve as general" What sorts of changes in graduation . '

&

, j . , i

■

i- guides for plate graduation. Inaddition, theschemes occur duringthe working lives r - ,
c . , . problem of plate asymmetry can beof important makers? r ' J

addressedby comparing thickness on right
" What were the makers trying to achieve j 1 r. - j r

i.,

t<i "1 & and left sides of plates. The area,perimeter,
structurally when they carved their volume? and modeled weight of pktes can
plates, and how does this affect the be compared. Results llke these should hdpformation of eigenmodes? modem makers tQ produce slighdy

" Are there "ideal" graduation patterns cioser to those of famous makers they wish
for tops and backs, or do fine violins to emulate. In addition, the databasecan be
display a variety of patterns? used as a documentation tool for restorers,

" How do thickness distributions relate historians, and curators,potentiallyto help

Figure 2. Contour graduation maps of poor-sounding German Maggini copy (ca. 1920),
produced using a GIS system (natural neighbor interpolation; contour interval 0.25 mm).
Measuredby author using caliper (instrumentis viewedfrom inside). Note extremethickness
(max 5.8 mm) of top and lack of concentricpattern on back.

identify unattributed or stolen instruments
and forgeries.

We seek the collaboration of those,
especially museums and collectors, who
would allow instruments to be measured
and added to the database(if desired, data
can be kept confidential). Top and back
plates of an instruments can be safely
measured without removing strings, in
about one hour. Data contributors receive
complimentary colorgraduation maps, plus
other benefits. More information is
available online at: http://
members.aol.com/viograds. We are
interested in feedback and suggestions.
Please email viograds@aol.com, or send
your comments to the CAS office, 55 Park
St., Montclair, NJ 07042 USA; email
catgutas@msn.com. ■ CASJ
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Bowing With a Glass Bow: An Update

R. T. Schumacher
Department of Physics

Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA, 15213 USA

INTRODUCTION planted in my mind by Jim Woodhouse and considerable ingenuity and careful design,
In the November, 1996 issue of the CASJ the thesis of his studentJonathan Smith [2]. and that is one thing that made it worth a
Steve Garoff and Ipublished an article [1] Smith and Woodhouse [3] measured the Ph.D. thesis.
describing our observationof the wear track frictionalcharacteristics of an autonomous But theirresults really justified theeffort,
that is produced on the "bow" - a rosined oscillator that is simpler than a bowed since it showed that the standard friction
glass rod -asit is drawnovera violin string. string, namely, a single mass on a spring, "function" that had been in use for at least
Along with optical microscope and atomic but excited precisely in the way our glass since 1974 for the simulation of bowed
force microscope (AFM) illustrations, we bowexciteda string. The problem of rather string motionwas incorrect in at least one
included signals from a force transducer at directly recording the friction force at the important detail. The friction curve, that
the bridge. The only reaction I received to point of excitationand measuringthe mass's is, thefunction F(v), whereFis the frictional
the article occurred some years later when response is easier for a single mass, as force and v thevelocity of the mass, had an
a violin maker mentionedthatarticle to me compared to a distributed mass (i.e., a open loop. Figure 1 shows the two
in a rather wondering and skeptical tone, string), and thevelocity of the mass at the superimposed. Remember, though, that the
not awarethat I was one of the authors. I point of excitation is easier to measure. Smith/Woodhouse result is for a single,
tookno offense at his skepticism since the That is not to say that implementation of localizedmass, not the distributedmass of
relevance to violin acoustics, and certainly the idea in the laboratorydoes not require a string. The questionremained, then, does
to violinmaking, reasonably seemedremote

to him. I was not much help at that time, _, . _, . . , .__ „ r„ „, ... . . . . r .... r i -i Figure 1. From Smith/Woodhouse 2 . The solid curve is experimental data lor the
since possible applications ol the simple _ . . , . .

_ .....

. , . .. _
, . . ri-i i " friction driven mass on a spring system. The dashed line is a double exponential lit toobservationsin 1 were not obviousto me, . . . . . , ° .. . . „., .. „. , r . , . .steady state friction force data,described in |2J. Note: The inadequacyol the dashed line
_. ' . . . , . . . . for the dynamicalsystem is the point of this figure.
Since then, that seed has developedinto a

research toolfor the investigationof friction
in "autonomous oscillators"- the technical
term for something that oscillates in
response to a time-independent excitation.
Our current application of the subsequent
developments is strongly oriented towards
tribological (i.e., friction) research.
However, there may be some applications
of interest to the stringed instrument
research community, and I am taking this
opportunity to bring the readers of the
CASJ up to date subsequent work and to
speculate on what might be learned that
could be of value to violinacoustics.

First, however, I should acknowledge that
the seeds for the current research were

E-mail: rts@andrew.cmu.edu
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R. T. Schumacher- Bowing With a Glass Bow: An Update

the same typeof frictionalbehaviorgovern their functions in procedures that use 2a shows two periods from a typical
the bowed string? Although it always ultrasonics, X-rays, positron emission by reconstruction, with the velocity of the
seemed to me thatthe most probable answer appropriate radioactive nuclei, and nuclear string and the force on the string
was "yes", it is not wise to replace the old magnetic resonance. But the application to superimposed. We see the usual stick-slip
friction curve used in the simulations with the bowed string is enormously simpler. I phenomenon except that the stick portion
a new one that came from measurements reported the application to thebowedstring does not remain exactly at the bowing
on a different system. Afterall, theoldone for the first time at the Edinburgh velocity of 0.2 m/s. Note also the
was based on the quasi-static measurements conference in 1997 [s]. Jim Woodhouse fluctuations in f(t), the frictional force,
of Lazarus [4]. But the implication of provided the essential step beyond the during sticking. These fluctuations show up
Smith/Woodhouse [3] is that a deter- methods reported at that conference in evenmore dramatically when oneplots each
mination of a frictional force as a function 1999. On a visit to Pittsburgh, he noticed point in the force curve versus the
of velocity,doneby carefullymeasuringthe that the terminations on my experimental corresponding point on thevelocity curve,
force on a bodysliding on somethingat one apparatus were sufficientlyrigid that one figure 2b. Since the digitizing rate of the
constant velocity, then at another, etc., is could ignore losses ofwavesreflecting from apparatus is 128kHz, there are 194 points
not relevant to describe the frictionalforce them. If one also ignored the sound radi- per period if the frequency of the E string
in an autonomous dynamical system, ation produced by its movement through used is 660 Hz. All points for the two
whether a mass on a spring, a string under air, the only phenomenon that keeps the periods of figure 2a areplotted in figure 2b.
tension, or squeaking brakes. That is the real string from being the textbook "ideal" The width of the vertical mass of points
principle that motivatesour current use of string is the change of the wave shape on around 0.2 m/s shows the extent of the
thebowedstring as a model system to study the string because of dispersion caused by velocity fluctuations during sticking. The
friction. bending stiffness of the string. Since peak-to-peak height of the frictional force

The step that made the appearanceof the Woodhouse had already written a paper in during sticking is a major result thatwe have
wear track potentially more useful was the which the changeof shapeof an initialpulse used to draw some conclusions from the
realization that if both ends of the string caused by dispersion was calculated [6], he work.
were terminated by transducers, the force quickly realized the advantage in The slipping loop in figure 2b, similarto
on the string at the bowing point as well as simplifying the methods I had been using thatobservedby Smith andWoodhouse [3],
thevelocityof the string at thatpointcould to do the reconstruction. The details were is typical, but there are variations in the
be reconstructed from the forces on the ends published in the summer of 2000 [7].
of the string, as recorded by those

opennessof the loop, and evenoccasionally
in the sense of circulationaround the loop,
that are a function of the normal force ontransducers. The method has much in RESULTS SO FAR

common with techniques used in medicine Now I will provide a brief survey of what the glass rod on the string and the thickness
to reconstruct images of internalorgansand we have learned with this new tool. Figure of the layer of rosin on the glass rod. Since

Figure 2a. Two
bowing point, for
rate of 128 kHz 1
horizontalaxis is

\ff\fJ\fA
0 2

0
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j| -0.4

§ -0.6

Z. -0.8

-1
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-1.2

-1.4

-1.6

1.131 1.1315 1.132 1.1325 1.133 1.1335 1.134 1.1345
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periods of string velocity and friction force at

r an E string at about 660 Hz. At the sampling
there are about 200 samples per period. The
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the amplifiers following the termination
transducers are AC coupled, the DC
component of the force is not measured.
The lack of knowledge of the averageforce
over a bow stroke is a serious one thatwill
be remedied by the next addition to the
experimental apparatus, but we can still
draw some conclusions by making
reasonable assumptions about what that
force might be.

We are now in a position to shed light -
experimentally confirmed light at that - on
the question of how thebowmaintains the
slip-stick oscillationof the string. Howis
the energy supplied, where does it go, and
what are the roles of the slip and the stick
portion of each period?

Misinformation about bowed string
dynamics is easy to come by, andpart of it
is a consequence of trying to understand
the interaction of the dynamics and the
frictional force from the type of friction
function superimposed on the Smith/
Woodhouse datain Figure 1. For example,
I found thefollowingquotationon theweb:

"With high static friction, the bow tends
to stick to the string ... andfor a while it
drags the string along with it. Meanwhile, the
kink in the string travels along the string
and reflects at the fixed end. When the kink
returns to meet the contactpoint, the tension
in the string now acts topull it off the bow.
Under appropriate bowing conditions (that-
are not easy to learn!), it breaksfree of the
bow and then slidespastit easily with very little

friction,

thanks to the rosin."
The above paragraph is misleading in the
italicizedportions (added) of the quotation.
The best way to understand the slip-stick
using the Helmholtzkinematics ofthe ideal
string (a single slip and single stick per
period) is to start from the statement that
on a perfect string - no dispersion - with
absolutely rigid terminations, all
disturbances are periodic with period 2L/
c, where L is the string length and c is the
velocity of a wave on the string (modes of
all frequencies have the same velocity by
virtue of the no dispersion assumption of
Helmholtz motion). The Helmholtz
motion will maintain itself with no force
neededonce the motionis started. If energy
losses from bridge motion and stirring up

of the air by the string are small, then the the largest normal force we use, using an
force of the bowon the string just supplies estimate of the average frictionalforce, Fdc ,
the neededsmall correctionsto the decaying that we think is reasonable. However, stay
motion to keep the string's vibration tuned. The static kink plays an important
amplitude constant and to preserve the role in understanding the energybudget, as
shape of the oscillating string throughout wewill shortly see.
its period. As I mentioned before, the data The other two sentences of the Web-
shown (fig. 2) do not include the based statementalso fall in face of the facts of
(unmeasured)

DC,

that is, time figure 2 and all other data that we have
independent, components of the force of collected. The tension of the string does
the bow on the string. Since the string is a not act to initiate slipping. From the point
linearsystem, one can simply superimpose of view enunciated above, the string does
the consequenceof a time-independent force thatby itself, andif thenormal force of the
onto the consequences of the time- bowon the string is not too large, the bow
dependentforce. The formeris exactly the doesnot impede the stick to slip transition,

same as if you grasped the string at the Also, the notion that the slipping part of
bowing point and pulled it aside. The themotion occurs "withvery little friction"
Helmholtzmotionis thensuperimposed on is beliedby the facts. The friction during
this newaverage displacement of the string. the "loop" part of figure 2b is not smaller
The steady force has no role in maintaining than the static friction forces. If ignoring
the Helmholtz motion, which is now theDC force bothers you, justimagine the
motion around the new string shape - a F(v) curve moved rigidly upward by as
shape with a permanentkink at thebowing much as you want - for example, so that
point. The magnitude of the kink for our theminimum force during sticking is zero
experiment, incidentally, is about a string - and see that the sliding friction is hardly
diameter, or a quarter of a millimeter, for small. In fact, in fig. 2b, and for many of

Figure 3a. Energy transferred into the string for the two periods of fig. 2a. The large
nearlysawtooth waveform is, except for small wiggles, the displacement of the string at
thebowing point multiplied by the assumed average friction force. The smallwiggles on
the sawtooth are the contributionof the product of the fluctuations of force and velocity
during sticking, as shown on the curve of input energy with onlyAC reconstructed data.
The net downward slope of about2microJoules/period is probably causedby inaccuracies
in reconstruction.
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the experimental conditions of rosin layer graph of the energy as a function of time,
thickness and normal force of bow on one simply cumulatively adds the
string, the largest frictional force occurs for increments AE (Note: the procedure is a
fairly substantial string velocities, usually pretty good approximation to an integral
about -0.2 m/s,. That means it is slipping for the relatively high sampling rate). The
relative to the bow at 0.4 m/s for the bow result is shown in figure 3a, where I have
speed of 0.2 m/s. But the string's position assumedFtobe half thepeak-to-peak force
has changed by at most 10 micrometersby duringthe sticking scribbleof figure 2b. We
the timethe relative velocity has gotten that see that the force on the string gives the
large. That distanceis roughly the width of string quite a lot of energy during the
a typical sticking scar on the wear track, so sticking interval, but it is almost all given
the string has not really slipped out of the back during slipping. The only part not
sticking scar region when the maximum given back is the result of the cumulative
force is reached. sum of thefirst tetm,f(t)v(t)At. The second

However, the DC force does play a role term is zero at the end of each period
asidefrom maintainingthepermanentkink. becausey(t)—y(t+T), where Tis the period.
Let us consider the energy provided to the That is, if themotion is periodic, the string
string. During a sampling time interval At returns to its displacement a period later.
(7.8 microseconds at our digitizing rate) the The first term is non-zero at the end of each
energy suppliedto thestring is periodbecause itgives the energy the string

where Ay(t) is the change in the string's string. We believe that 2% of that energy is
displacementbetween /and t+At. To get a too smallfor us to measurereliablybecause

Figure 3b. The energy vs. time transferred to the rosined glass rod by the string. The
essential feature is that the string does work on therod mainly during slipping. The step
size corresponds to the peak-to-peak magnitude of fig. 3a.

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400
time in samples

of the inaccuracies of the reconstruction
from a variety of causes. But we really
aren't interestedin it anyway.

What is more interesting is the energy
supplied to the bow by the string. A very
similar expression to eq. 1 applies there:

(2)

The initial minus sign after the equals sign
is from Newton's third law: the force on
the bow by the string is the negative of the
force on the string by the bow. Subtracting
vh just moves the calculation to the rest

frame of thebow. From theperspective of
the bow, the string moves by, slipping and
sticking as it goes, with an average velocity
of v.. As figure 3b shows, theenergy given
to the string during sticking is almost zero,
while the energy to the bow is supplied
almostentirely during the slipping interval.
However, from the point of view of the
rosin on therod, the small energy supplied
during the long sticking interval is supplied
to a small region of the rod, so the density
of energy input to that region, the energy
per length, might quite possibly produce a
significant temperature rise at the bowing
point during sticking. If so, that would
affect the maximum frictional force the
rosined bow can sustain while sticking,
which in turn governs the maximum
normal force that one can use and still
sustain Helmholtzmotion. These issues are
nowunder investigation.

The picture of the string's motionand the
forces that keep it in periodic Helmholtz
motion can thenbe restatedfrom thebow's
perspective. During sticking not much
happens; the string justrides along, jiggling
a littlebit (one can justintegrate the velocity
in thebow's reference frame during sticking
to see how much it goes back and forth),
until the string's existing kinematics causes
theHelmholtz corner to pass by, and then
the string scrapes on the bow at very high
speed for a very short interval until the
corner, having completed its round trip to
the bridge, passes by again. Almostall the
serious damage done by the string to the
bow, if "damage" is measured by energy
deposited onto the rod, is done during
slipping. That can hardly be described as

requires to make up for losses during a
AE = (f(t) + FJv(t)At — period. That energy is small. Small
f(t)v(t)At + Fdc Ay(t) (1) compared to what? For our experiment it

is about 2% of themaximumenergy of the

AE= -(f(t)+FJ(v(t)-vJAt
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sliding "past it easily with very littlefriction,
thanks to the rosin. "

One question remains. We have found
that the motion of the string is roughly the
same, both as the normal force of the rod
on thestring increases, and as the thickness
of the rosin layer on therod increases. Both
increases result in an increase in average
frictional force. The rising portion of the
energy input to the string in figure 3a
increases to greaterheights as the frictional
force increases. But the relatively constant
kinematics of the string raises the question,
wheredoes the energyreleased to do damage
to the wear track go during sticking? One
would expect that the energy of the string
would not change substantially for bow
strokes with different normal force that
preserve Helmholtz motion, since the
kinematics of thatmotiondoes not change
substantially as a function of normalforce.
The resolution of the mystery appears at
this writing to lie in that innocuous little
kink. At the suggestion of Jim Woodhouse,
I calculated the potential energy stored in
the string for Helmholtz motion as a
function of kink size. The result is that the
maximumof potential energyof the string,
which always occurs at the end of the
sticking interval, increased by a factor of
about 2.5 over the range of kink sizes
produced in our experiments, and that
increase matched reasonably well the
increase in stored energy measured in our
experiments.

Some ofthe morerecent results described
above were reported by myself and Steve
Garoff at a meeting of the 75th American
Chemical Society Colloid and Surface
Science Symposium hosted by Carnegie
Mellon University inJune, 2001.

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO THE
ACOUSTICS OF REAL VIOLINS
This part of my note is highly speculative,
and for practical reasons many of my
speculations cannot be very vigorously
pursued in my lab at this time. The
applications of glass bowresearch that I can
foresee now are in two categories: research
on properties of commercial rosins, and
research on properties of bows.

Rosin Properties
The material I have referred to above,
somewhat carelessly, as rosin, is actually,
as far as we can determine, abietic acid. It
is a major constituentof stringed instrument
rosin, which comes with various impurities
that help distinguish bass rosin from cello
rosin from violinrosin. And ofcourse there
is substantial overlap in all threecategories.
The only research I have done on the
differences has been on the softening
temperatures. I have found that the
beginning of a slow distortionin the shapes
of chips of various rosins under the force
of gravity varies from 45 C for the example
of bass rosin I examined, though the 50's
for celloand some violin rosins, to as high
as 65 C for a couple of examples ofviolin
rosin. Since the constituents of thematerial
are not known, we settled for our first set
of experiments on a commercial grade of
abietic acid from a chemical supply
company. We found that the organic
solvent xylene dissolves all but a small
quantity of the solid material supplied, and
we use, and "define" as abietic acid, that
supernatant, with which we coat the rods.
That procedure allows us standardize the
material that we are using in our
experiments.

"Misinformation about bowed
string dynamics is easy to
come by, . ."

One expects that a systematic survey of
available commercial musical instrument
rosins would reveal much of interestabout
the differences of available rosins. The
problem that would have to be overcome
is to insure that the properties of the thin
layer of rosin on the string are the same as
theproperties of the bulk material. Clearly
use of any solvent that does notcompletely
dissolve the rosin will not adequately
represent the materialthat is transferred to

the bow. We have not investigated the
range of common solventsavailablebeyond
ethanol and xylene, neither of which
completely dissolves all rosins on the
market.

Bow Properties
One would like to know how a bow
responds to the forces on it. The most

illusive of these is the force of the oscillating
string on thebow. One approach would be
a general characterizationof bow response,
either by applying a sinusoidal force oneat

a time to carefully selected places on the
bow at all interesting frequencies (see
reference 7 for a very early try at that), or
to find a way to apply an impulsive force at
those selected places. The response of the
bowcouldbe measuredwith accelerometers
attached at a variety of places. Some
thought and experimentationhelp find the
best places.

Another approach would be to bow a
string, secured andinstrumented as we have
done,andreconstruct the force on the string
at the bowing point. Various precautions
would have to be instituted. The bowhair
should be bundled in order to excite the
string overas small a region as possible (our
excitationregion with the glassbow is about
0.1 mm). Two differences between our
experiments and ones with a real bow are
important. The bow, unlike our glass rod,
has a dynamic reaction to the forces applied
to it. Our glass rods are securely fastened
to the traveling sled. Transverse motions
are severely constrained, and longitudinal
motions along the rod are both small in
amplitude and are very likely damped by
the thin teflon tape that separates the rod
from its semicircular slot in the aluminum
carrier. As far as we can tell, our glass rod
has "no dynamics".

The dynamic reaction of thebowis just
what we want to look at. Instrumenting
the bow with one or more small mass
accelerometers would still be necessary.
The frictional properties of rosined hair
would be lost in the dynamical properties
of the bowas it reacts to the force applied
by the string, but the force of the string on
the bow would be known, nevertheless,
from thereconstruction. And in one bow
stroke the reaction of the bow, via the
accelerometers, could be recorded as a
function of time, to be compared to the
force that created that reaction, as
determinedby the reconstruction.

An investigationof this sortwouldnotbe
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trivial or cheap. In addition to the two is clearfrom the text as wellas thereferences, to Universityof Berlin.
channels sampling at 128kHz -it has to be Jim Woodhouse and Steve Garoff, both of [5] Schumacher, R. T, 1997, Measurement
that high to catch the dispersion wiggles [6] whom I consult with almost daily. In of Bow Force: Proc. Inst.Acoustics, vol.
- there have to be additional channels, one addition, I have had valuable help in running 19, no. 5, p. 43-48.
for each accelerometerused on the bow, and the experiments from Chris Evans, and [6] Woodhouse, J., 1993, On the playability
they have all to be accurately synchronized. undergraduate MechanicalEngineering student of violins. Part I: Reflection functions:
Each of our channels has its ownanalog to at Carnegie Mellon University. I lookforward Acustica,vol. 78,p. 125-136 [Note: This
digital converter; they are not multiplexed, to further participation from CMU paper is reproduced as paper#27 in the
as is common with multichannel undergraduates in thefuture.
instrumentation. The reason is that one

Hutchins/Benade collection: Research
Papers in Violin Acoustics 1975-1993,

needs accuratetiming informationaboutthe REFERENCES Acoustical Society of America (New
response of the accelerometersto a force at [1] Schumacher, R.T., and Garoff, S. G, York), 1997].
some distance away that occurred earlier 1996, Bowing with a glass bow: Catgut [7] Woodhouse, J., R. T Schumacher, and
than the response was recorded. I have to Acoust. Soc. Jour., vol. 3, no. 2 (Series S. Garoff, 2000, Reconstruction of
admit that without having tried it, I cannot II), November 1996, p. 9-17. bowing point friction force in a bowed
possibly have foreseen all the difficulties [2] Smith, J.H., 1990, Stick-slip vibration string: J. Acoust. Soc. Am. vol. 108, p.
involved. But I can think of no otherway and its constitutive laws: unpublished 357-368.
to excite a bow the way a bow is excited Ph.D. dissertation, University of [8] Schumacher, R. T, 1975, Some aspects
"in vivo", so to speak, and to do so with a Cambridge, England. of the bow: Catgut Acoust. Soc.
known force. ■ CASJ [3] Smith, J.H., J. Woodhouse, 2000, The Newsletter No. 24, p. 5-8 [Note: This

tribology of rosin: J. Mech. and Phys. paperis reproduced as paper#33 in the
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS of Solids vol.48, p. 1633-1681. Hutchins/Benade collection].
The "we" usedfrequently above refers, as I hope [4] Lazarus, H., 1972, Thesis, Technical
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ABSTRACT instrument? Manyviolinmakers have asked available to makers as they design, fabricate,
Part 1: A finite elementcalculation program themselves this kind of question, but have and adjust stringedinstruments of the violin
is used to compute all mechanical vibrating come up with few answers. The complex family. A recent previous paper advocates
configurations of a violin corpus up to a designof the violin as wellas problems with an "engineering approach", a method of
frequency of 2200 Hz (approximately one analyzing sound inrepeatable experimental making simplified partial analyses of a
and one-half octaves above the open E conditions have created nearly technical problem, which is sometimesall
string). Changes are thenmadeto theviolin insurmountable obstaclesto answering our that is possible for a working violin maker
and the effects on vibrating configurations questions. [I]. This paper describes the results of one
and frequencies are calculated. Results However, with the development of such investigation - finite element analyses
suggest that top arching and top plate computers and appropriate softwarewe can of the corpus of a violin as changes were
thickness in the vicinityof the f-holes are nowuse computer analyses as toolsto help made in some design and physical
of primary importance in tone production, us in thepursuit ofclues, since the computer characteristics. An overriding curiosity of
We also examine therole of wood stiffness can calculate precisely the vibration modes, any violin maker, amateur or professional,
across the grain with regard to frequencies frequences and deflectionpatterns of violin is to understand more fullywhat happens
in the nasal sound region just above 1000 components, and can help us determinethe to the vibrating characteristics of an
Hz. effects of changes in a single dimensionor instrument as he/she removes wood from

Part2: Experiments conductedas a result variable. various locations on the instrument. The
of thePart 1 calculations confirm that This paper provides foundational incentive to do this work was to discover

1. Few mechanical vibrating modes informationfor a study of future "whatif" whether any clues to guide a maker could
influence violin sound. questions. The data and input base is come from such a mathematical analysis.

2. The f-hole region and details of intendedto be a beginning: the first part of The results of thework apply directly only
bassbar design strongly influence this paperis writtenprimarily for thosewho to the vibration in a vacuum of a violin
tone. might beinterestedin continuing this work, corpus consisting of the violin, less neck,

3. Rib and top plate graduations in After delineating what we have done and fingerboard, and strings (a theoreticaland
sensitive areas affect high frequency howcomprehensive thecomputation system impractical situation). However, since the
overtones and carrying power. is, it describes justwherewe stopped. only variables available to a maker are the

We stress the importance to violin makers The second part of this paper describes dimensions and mechanical properties of
of reopening an instrument to experiment themagnificentcomplexity of thevibrating the materials used it was hoped that some
with final thickness as a way of producing structure of the violin and the effect of clues from this work might be of help,
instruments with superior tonal charac- design changes on thosevibrating patterns.
teristics. Makers can find clues here to guide their BACKGROUND

work. Exploration of how a violin vibrates has
INTRODUCTION The authors have been absorbed for years been a preoccupation of makers and
What happens to violin tone when we with theproblem of determining the effects scientists for many years. A good summary
change a thickness or a contour of an of the kinds of physical changes, which are of key early work is contained in two

Oliver E. Rodgers
179Kendal Drive

Kennett Square, PA 19348 USA
Email: olerodj@juno.com
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compilations of papers in violin acoustics
[2] and [3]. This reveals that technical
investigators over the last 150 years have
always been ready to use the latest
developments in instrumentation to try
experimentally, one more time, to identify
the important modes of vibration of a
violin. Analytical attempts with any
specificityhave only been possible since the
development of large computers and finite
elementanalysis.The earliestfinite element
model (FEM) analyses of the violin as a
mechanical system, i.e. as though the
instrumentwerevibrating in a vacuum, were
made in the 1980's by Knott [4] and by
Roberts [s]. A more sophisticated FEM
analysis of a violin corpus was done by
Moral and others [6]. The analysis is well
documentedbut it includes information on
onlya few modesof vibration.

An early experimentalstudy byMolin and
Jansson [7] using a TV speckle
interferometer technique and exciting the
violin from the bridge explored the
vibrating configurations of all acoustic
modes of four violins up to 2000 Hz.
Detailed descriptions of the deflection
patternsof the modes up to 1000Hz were
provided. The configurations of the higher
modes were said to be regular and
overlapping.

While the work mentioned above has
been important, most of it has been done
to demonstrate methods, techniques, or
configurations. The workreported here, in
contrast, has been done to provide
information about the effects of a number
of the possible mechanical changes on the
mechanicalvibrating configurations over a
wide range of frequencies and to illustrate
howsome of the results have been helpful
to makers in practical situations. It
represents a conscious choice to study the
mechanicalbehavior of only themotion of
the plates of the corpus in a vacuum in the
hope that some insights might be revealed
thatwould be of assistance to makers.

The senior author in the past has used
finite elementanalysis to study in detail the
mechanical modes of vibrationofviolinfree
plates and to develop information useful to
makers on where the appropriate areas are
for wood removal as they try to tune free

plates to specified frequency targets [B]. In
recent years he has had access to ABAQUS,
a sophisticated finite element analysis
system, and a large computer at the
University of Delaware. This has made
possible a study in similardetailof changes
in the vibration modes of a violin corpus
vibrating in a vacuum when changes are
made to the mechanical system.

At the suggestionof oneof thereviewers
we provide the following overview and
comparison ofpreviousFEM studies of the
corpus of the violin. The first attempt at
applying FEM to an assembledviolin was
made by G.A.Knott [4], anengineering pilot
in the U.S. Navy, who used the exercise to
help learn how to run an early FEM
program on a Cray supercomputer. He
studiedfree plates, the corpus, and the entire
assembled violin including its strings! He
presented deflection diagrams for the first
9 modes of a corpus - up to 969 Hz (the
thesis contains the diagrams). He also
presented deflection diagrams for the first
body modesof an assembledviolin.He used
NASTRAN and PATRAN FEM software
and modeledtheplates using shell elements.

At the same timeG.W Roberts [5] carried
out a similar broad FEM investigation of
the violin as part of his graduate work at
the University of Wales. He also used
NASTRAN FEM software. His elements
were sophisticated thick shell quadratic
elements, and he makes thepoint that these
elements crudely model the rapid changes
of slope near the ribs and the side blocks.
He presented deflectioncontour diagrams
for the first 14 modes of the corpus, up to
1128 Hz.

Recently Bretos, Santamaria, and Moral
[6] carried out a similar FEM study using
more modern computer methods and
ABAQUS software. The nature of thefinite
elements used is unstated.The investigation
related free plate vibrating characteristics
with those of the assembled corpus. Six
examples of deflection patterns of the
corpus are presented, occurring between41 1
and 1070 Hz.

In all these efforts, the values used for
wood properties were close to those used
by the authors (see Table 1) except that the
ratio of modulusof elasticity along the grain

and across the grain formaple was unusually
high in the Knott study.

For all of the above studies exceptfor the
Roberts study thenumber of modes in the
frequency region up to 1000 Hz and their
general deflection configurations are in
agreement with the authors' results. In the
Roberts study there were more modes
reported, and not all the configurations
match, possibly due to the unusual finite
element employed and the coarse element
structure. In contrast to the present effort,
these studies did not attempt to determine
what the variations of dimensions or
physical properties had on the computed
output.

Part 1 of the presentpaper describes finite
element specifications of the design of the
violin corpus, which was the base case for
calculations. It also describes the
assumptions and simplifications incor-
porated in those specifications. It presents
the deflected positions of those modes
consisting primarily of deflections out of
the plane of the top and back plates and
describes a smallernumber of modesin this
frequencyrange, which consistprimarily of
in-plane deflections. It thensummarizesthe
changes in vibrationpatterns when eachof
selected designparameters was varied.The
sequence of calculations was not planned
in detail and the frequency range was
expanded as work continued. The work
stopped when the senior author's tenure at
the Universityof Delaware ended.

It should be emphasized that the
analytical work in Part 1 provides
information on thevibrationbehavior of a

Table 1. Wood materialproperties (Mega
Pascals).

Maple Spruce
E_ 2,000 700

....,

E 10,000 13,000YY
E 77 1,200 450zz
Gw 1,600 900XY
G_ 720 60xz
[i^ 0.375 0.02
|ixz 0.47 0.47
|4YZ 0.48 0.42
Density (g/cc) 0.7 0.4
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violin corpus as though it were operating
in a vacuum. A basic assumption is made
that the mechanical system and the fluid
(air) system surrounding a vibrating violin
are loosely enough connected so thata study
of the mechanical system willreveal one or
more strong modes that will dictate the air
motion and thus the acousticalresponse at
the frequencies of those modes. This
assumption must be tested by an
examinationof theresults of thecalculations
and by comparisons with experimental
results. Of course, there are important
addtionalvibration modes in which the air
system plays the predominant role, and
mechanical motions play a smaller part in
determiningthe acousticalresponse as well
as others that are truly complex.

In Part 2, we explore possible
implications of the calculated results in
determining configurations that might
produce sound. We expand on someof the
findings of the finite element studies that
may be of special interest to makers, as
revealed by our continuing experimental
work on test violins. We also suggest
potential areas for investigation.

PART 1 - FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Description of the Finite Element
Analysis
We chose to use a coarse mesh and simple
elements, in order to simplify the work of
modifyingthe details of the design for each
run. The top and back were described by
the samemesh patterns that had been used
in theprevious workon free plate vibration
[8 ]. The element used for the plates is the
thin plate version in which each element
has a constant thickness and the principal
axes for stiffness are in the plane of the
element (bent plate configuration). The
thickness distribution in the plates was
determined so that the free platefrequencies
conformed to the targets set by Carleen
Hutchins. The bassbar and the blocks are
describedusing solid elements. The linings
are represented using triangular solidblock
elements. The ribs are also describedby thin
plate elements.

The samewood properties were specified
thathavebeen used in previousFEM studies

of free plates (see table 1). Since wood
stiffness properties are different in three
directions, thestiff axis had to be specified.
The top, blocks,' and linings were given the
stiffness properties of spruce. The stiff
direction for the blocks was perpendicular
to the plane of the plates. For the linings,
the stiff direction was always tangential to
the rib direction. Ribs and back were given
the properties of maple. The stiff direction
of the ribswas always tangential to theplane
of the rib.

Figure 1 depicts the rib, lining, and block
assembly and its mesh, as well as the element
mesh for thefront andback. The front and
back are viewed from the top of the
instrument. A simplified bridge was added
later with elements of the thin plate type,
thickness matching a classic tuned bridge,
and cutouts chosen so that the calculated
frequencies when the feet were fixed were
substantially the same as those calculated for
the standard tuned bridge in the earlier
fundamental workon bridge vibration (see
fig. 3). Later the bridge top was restrained
at thepoints where the strings touch so that
there would be no out of-plane movement
at those points. The soundpost was
described for convenience as a mass-free
spring element so stiff that it is effectively
rigid at all frequencies of interest. Support
for the corpus wasprovided by a system of
soft springs so that the corpus was
essentially floating. The first six modes
calculated by the computer program are
those of arigid structure on soft springs and
are ignored. In order to provide some idea
of the restraint provided by the mass and
stiffness of the neck-scroll-fingerboard
assembly, one set of runs was made with

Figure 1. Finite element structure of the
violincorpus.

fixed outsidecorners of the neckblock. This
corresponds to the assumption thatthe neck
and fingerboard assembly is infinitely stiff
and heavy (the modeling of theentireviolin
was beyond the scope of the project).

Results of an ABAQUS computer run
include the determinationof frequencies of
mechanical resonances, which theprogram
calculated to exist in the specified range of
frequencies. For eachresonance the location
of the high points of thedeflectionpatterns
in three directions can be shown on a
contour map. Deformation models of the
corpus showing only its "edges"can also be
displayed.

Since the purpose of the analysis was to
determinegross effects of design changes,
the description of the modelcould be crude
and the range of the variables could be far
beyond thatwhich wouldproduce accurate
results. The calculations for many runs
extended from the lowest frequencies of
interest up to about 2200 Hz (C6sharp). It
is well known from experiments that the
lowest resonances of violins are modes of
the air system. The lowest important mode
caused by the mechanical system occurs
above the open A string. This modeis called
variously the "wolf tone", the "wood
mode", "Bl", or "T" by different
investigators. It occurs at 590 Hz in the
calculated FEM base case and is the third
mode found by the FEM program.
Configurations of the lower two modes (fig.
2a) are not further included in the analysis.
Over the selectedfrequency range of slightly
less than two octaves, 590 to 2200 Hz, the
analysis identified about 36 modes - 10 in
the loweroctave and 26 more below 2200
Hz. The numberof modes investigated in
any one run varied from six to the full 36.
Frequencies and deflectionpatterns varied
somewhatas design changes were made.

INITIAL RESULTS

Plate Deflections Primarily Out of the
Plane of Plates
Figures 2 (b,c,d) display 36 charts of peak
deflections, nodalpatterns, and someof the
important nodal lines of every mechanical
vibrating out-of-plane mode of the top and
back plates of the corpus from 590 Hz up
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Figure 2a. Nodallines and peakdeflections
of resonances at 432 Hz and above for the
base case. Maximum amplitude, whatever
the direction, is denotedby +10. All other
peaks are relative to the maximum
amplitude. Where the amplitude is shown
outside the figure it refers to the amplitude
at the f-hole edge at the location shown by
a nearby heavy dot. Conditions were as
follows: standard bassbar contour, tuned
free plates, only in-plane motion permitted
in the bridge, standard soundpost location,
andplate arching as perSacconi [1 1].Nodal
lines are sketched in areas of major
deflections.Where no nodal lines are shown
thelocal deflectionsweredifficult to deduce
from the coloreddisplay. For eachresonant
frequency the numbers indicate the location
and relative magnitude of plate deflection
peaks. Note that three resonances have
maximum amplitudes that are not on the
top orback plate. Each plate is viewed from
inside the instrument. Blank diagrams
represent cases with either low deflections
or else slowly changing deflectionpatterns
in which nodal lines couldnot beidentified.

Figure 2b. Nodal lines and peak deflections of resonances at 432 Hz and above for the
base case (see fig. 2a for explanation).

to 2200 Hz. With four exceptions involving frequencies in Part 2). These are unique
the detailedmotions of the bridge and the frequencies of the mechanical system
bassbar, at all calculated resonant vibrating in a vacuumand donot necessarily
frequencies from 590 Hz to as high as 2000 represent sound-producing configurations
Hz in some cases, themaximum deflection of a violin corpus vibrating in air. The
occurred in a plate element perpendicular deflection numbers calculated by the
to the plane of the plate. Deflections of ribs computer and shown on the deflection
in this frequency range were small (see patterns are relative. The largest deflection
section on rib deflections at higher in any direction is displayed as +10. All
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other deflection numbers are smaller and
indicate the relative deflection at that
locationas compared to +10, themaximum
deflection. Numbers located outside the
violinshapes (fig. 2a-d) refer to deflections
of the edge of the f-hole at the location
identified by the dark spot.

It is significant that in this frequency
range the maximumdeflection occurs at the
edges of the f-holes on the top plate in
almost two-thirds of the modes. At lower
frequencies they occur at the upper f-hole
wings. At higher frequencies they occur on
the side of the f-hole and occasionally at the
lowerwing. At the highest frequencies they
are at the bottom curve of the f-hole. Since
onewould suspect from other instruments
that sounds are more apt to be produced at
these dislocations, we suspect that details
of the f-hole region, especially the edges,
are importantin producing sound.

Weinreich [9 ] discusses theseout-of-plane
modes in his paper on "DirectionalTone
Color", makes crude estimates of their
density in frequency, anticipates that they
will have a uniform density with frequency
and that some will be able to radiate more
or less independently and even produce
"beams"of soundradiation thatwillprovide
the directionaltone color. He estimates the
effect is mostprobable at frequencies below
2000 Hz. The information of Figure 2 (b-d)
provides support for his estimates. The
average frequency spacing betweenmodes
(fig. 2b-d) in the region between 1000 and
2000 Hz is 34 Hz. Weinreich's estimate of
44 Hz is in good agreement,especially since
his analysis did not take into account
possible additionalmodes due to thef-hole
openings in the topplate. The calculations
(fig. 2b-d) reveal no dominantout-of-plane
motions in the ribs occurring below 2000
Hz. This agrees with our experimental
nodal line results on severalviolins,which
reveal such modes only above about 2500
Hz.

Deflections Primarily in the Plane of
theTop Plate
It was possible with the available version of
ABAQUS to display only the "edges" as
defined by the computer both when the
model is at rest and when it is at its

Figure 2c. Nodal lines and peak deflections of resonances at 432 Hz and above for the base
case (see fig. 2a for explanation).

maximum deflected position. With this bridge. Figure 4is a viewfrom the neck end
display onecould discover the deformation of the deformationsof the top at 1336 Hz,
patterns of modes in which deflections are a local mode involving the bridge and the
primarily in the x and y directions. The bassbar and the lower part of the C bout
several twisting motions of the bridge on the soundpost side. Figuresis a view of
starting at frequencies of about 1500 Hz the same mode from the top. A similar
were eliminated by specifyingno motionout wagging of the bassbar occurs in other
of the plane of the bridge at the points modes to conform to (ormagnify) plateup-
where the strings touch the top of the and-down motions (see, for example, the
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Figure 2d. Nodal lines and peak deflections of resonances at 432 Hz and above for the
base case (see fig. 2a for explanation).

Figure 3. Comparison of conven-
tional bridge shape (left) to simplified
bridge used in calculations (right).
Numbers indicate first two natural
frequencies of both designs for in-
plane vibration with rigid supports
at the feet. FREQUENCIES (Hz.)

291S

(Fixed Feet) 5692
Crocking) 3139
(stretchjnci) 48s8

1544Hz configuration; fig. 2c). In the 1854
Hz mode the entire corpus is also moving
in its fundamental mode in the x-y plane,
with the center section moving opposite to
the upper and lower ends (see fig. 6). A
similar, more complex x-y deformation
pattern occurs at 1987Hz. At 2050 Hz the
center portion of the bridge moves
perpendicular to theplane of thebridge (see
fig. 7). Finally, sidewise motions of the
bassbar in increasingly complex patterns
were found at higher frequencies as a part
of these deflectionpatterns.

VARIABLES
Timepermitted the following changes to be
made from the original base lineruns:

- ratio of cross grain stiffness to along-
the-grain stiffness

- ratio of shear stiffness to along-the-
grain stiffness

Restraint of the outside corners of the
neck end block

F-hole placement - movingupper sound
holes toward the center

Rib Thickness Changes and Linings
Removed
Calculationsweremadewith arib thickness
of 1.5 mm as the standard dimension.Early
calculationsof the influenceof rib thickness
changes, madebefore theplates weretuned,
revealed the lack of uniform change in the
frequency of various modes. Changes inrib
thickness to 2.0 mmfrom 1.5 mm increased
the frequency of five of the sixlowest modes
from 0.5% to 1.0%, and the frequency of
the mode near 830 Hz increased 2.4%.
Reducing rib thickness from 1.5 mmto 1.0
mm in this assembly reduced frequencies
about 1.5% except for the mode near 830
Hz and the mode near 1200Hz which went
down2.0% and 2.3%.

5692

Rib thickness (3 changes) - 2.0. 1.0, 0.7
mm

Linings omitted
Wood stiffness variations:

Bassbar variations:
- height contour
- shortened length

Added weight to top of bridge, 2
variations

Major structural change - top arch height
increased
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Figure 4. Deflections of bridge at 1336Hz,
as viewed from neck. Both at-rest
(horizontal) and deflected(tilted) shapes are
shown.

Later calculations on the final model,
having tuned (free) plates, showed similar
uneven frequency changes over the range
590 to 1400Hz. Reducing therib thickness
from 1.5 to 1.0mmreduced frequencies by
0.5% to 1.0%, except for one mode near
1200 Hz that decreased 2.4%. A further
reduction of rib thickness to 0.7 mm
resulted in a decreaseof about 1.5%except
for the mode near 830 Hz and the mode
near 1200 Hz, which decreased 3.2%.

When linings were removed in the early
calculations, the mode near 700 Hz went
down twice as much as the others. In the
final model,removing all linings decreased
frequencies by 4%, except the frequency
near 830 Hz, which decreased by 6.7%.

In allof the above runs, the general nodal
linepatterns wereunchanged and the modes
appeared in the same order. Thus, one can
presume that the structure of blocks, ribs,
andlinings is quite stable and doesnot cause
major changes in the mechanical vibrating
properties of the corpus, at least at
frequencies of less than 1400 Hz (F5).

Changes in Wood Stiffness
Earlier work on free plates had indicated
that only three of the stiffness properties
of wood are important in adjusting the
vibrating frequencies of plates [10 ]. These
are stiffness along the grain, cross grain
stiffness, and shear stiffness in the plane
defined by these directions. The most
sensitive characteristic was revealed to be
theratio of the cross grain stiffness to that
along the grain. Calculations were madeof
the first eighteen frequencies (up to about

Figure 5. Deflections of top at 1336 Hz
(viewed from insideviolin). Note sidewise
deflectionsof bassbar and bridge. Note also
that these deflections are in opposite
directions.

1400 Hz) when the ratio of cross grain
stiffness to along grain stiffness of the spruce
(top and bassbar) was increased by 21%. All
frequencies were increased by about 1.5%
to 2.0% except for one at about 1150 Hz
(corresponding to the 1120 Hz
configuration; fig. 2b) that stood out with
an increase of 3%. A similar calculation of
theeffect ofa cross direction stiffness ratio
reduction of 29% produced similarresults,
-2.5 to -3.0% except for a -6% decrease in
the 1150 Hz mode. The 1120 Hz modein
the base run clearly is more strongly
influencedby cross grain stiffnessvariations
since all its nodal lines run alongthe grain.

Calculations of the effects of changing
shear stiffnessgave similar results. Onlyone
mode, in this case at around 1270Hz, seems
to be affected more than others when the
shear stiffness was changed, presumably
because the deflectionpatterns of thatmode
were moresensitive to shear deformations.

Bassbar Variations - Height Contour
Two series of calculations were made to
investigate the effect of the bassbar
dimensions on thevibrating modes.In one
set, the maximumpeak height was reduced
in several stages about 12 mm to 5 mm. It
was found that a reduction of maximum

Figure 6. Plan view of an in-plane body
resonance at 1854 Hz.

Figure 7. Bridge deflectionat 2050 Hz, as
viewedfrom treble side of violin. Showing
undeflected (vertical) position and out-of-
plane (angular) bridge deflections. The top
four nodes at the string locations are
restricted to motions in the plane of the
bridge.

height to 8 mm without any other height
adjustments made smallchanges in the nodal
line patterns of the corpus. When this
bassbar was trimmedoverits whole length
to be in proportion to the 8 mm maximum
height the first mode uniquely different
from those of the full bassbar was at a
frequency of 1250 Hz. The modes above
1250 Hz became progressively different
until by 2000 Hz each mode was
considerably different, both in frequency
and in plate deflectionpatterns. When the
bar height wasreduced inproportion to the
5 mm maximum the first unique modewas
again at a frequency just under 1250 Hz.
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Most of the modeswereuniqueabove about
1750 Hz (A6). Occasionally the nodal line
pattern in the top would be different but
the back nodal pattern would be the same
as that in a mode at a nearby frequency.

Bassbar Variations - Length
In a second set of calculations the length of
the bassbar of full height was reduced
proportionately to the sizeof thebout - by
19 mmin theupper bout and 25 mmin the
lower bout. A comparison of nodal line
patterns failed to reveal any significant
differences at frequencies up to 1500 Hz.

SoundpostLocation
Soundpost position is known by all makers
to be a sensitive adjustment for changing
the tone quality and for balancing the
response of the strings. Therefore it was a
surprise to find that relatively large
adjustments to the top location of the
soundpost made little difference in the
resonant frequencies of the mechanical
behavior of the corpus.

A finer local mesh was createdin the top
plate nearthe locationwhere the soundpost
contacts the top. Even so, the minimum 5
mm adjustment in the along-grain direction
and the 2.8 mm adjustment across the grain
was muchlarger than makers have found to
be effective. Modes of vibration were
calculated for five alternatelocationsof the
top of the soundpost: +5 and +10 mm, each
in line and moved 2.8 mm sideways. Many
of the resonant frequencies were changed
little. By far the largest frequency changes
occurred in the frequency range of 900 to

1200Hz. Moving the soundpost towardthe
G string made only four of the 42
frequencies, allin theneighborhood of 1200
Hz, change by as much as 1%. The
frequencies at 1036 and 1118 Hz increased,
and the frequencies at 1244 and 2087 Hz
decreased. The same pattern of changes
occurred when the same sideways shift was
made when the soundpost was 10 mm
farther from the bridge. Moving the
soundpost farther from the bridge by 10
mm while holding the across location the
same had somewhat similar effects. The
mode at 930 Hz was shifted by -2%, and
the mode at 891 Hz by -1.1%. Frequency

changes in response to these fairly large
position changes provide little insight into
influence of the soundpost position (see,
however, the soundpost experiment
described in Part 2).

Weight Added to the Top of the Bridge
Two sets of runs were made with weight
added to the top row of elements in the
bridge. This was done by changing the
density of the material in that row of
elements. One set of runs was made with
the density increased to three times that of
maple, and another set was made with the
density increased to ten times. The added
weight was approximately 0.6 gm and 2.9
gm. For reference, a fitted bridge weighs
about 3 gm and practice mutes weigh as
much as three times theweight of a bridge.

When the top of the bridge was
unrestrained its lowest vibrating mode as
part of thewholestructure in each casewas
bending out of its plane (flapping). These
frequencies were 601, 384 and 221 Hz for
the lx, 3x and lOx bridge weights,
respectively. The lowest frequencies at

which the bridge deflected in a twisting
mode were 1664, 1108 and 640 Hz,
respectively. At all these modes, the corpus
was essentially at rest. Limited calculations
were made when the locations where the
strings contacted the bridge top were
preventedfrom moving out of plane - only
as much as 1410 Hz for the3x runs and as
much as 1244Hz for the lOx runs.

"It is obviously impossible to
design and make violins 'by
the numbers."'

Deflectionpatterns of thecorpus through
the identified frequency range were quite
similar for all three bridge, with few
exceptions. These are: A modewas added
at 708 Hz for the 3x case and 667 Hz for
the lOx case, similar in each case but not
related to a base case mode. Two unique
modeswere found in the 3x runs at 917 and
1165 Hz. A unique modewas found in the

1Ox runs at936 Hz and another at 1 197 Hz,
which matched the 1165 mode in the 3x
runs. Ten modes in this frequency range
were alike in all three configurations at

slightly different frequencies. It was
surprising how similar the vibration
patterns werein all three sets of runs.

One unusual feature was observed. The
1336 Hzrocking in-plane mode, previously
describedas the lowest frequency at which
thereis little deflectionof theplates in the
perpendicular direction, was found
unchanged both in the base case and in the
3x runs. The calculation of the lOx
modification stopped short of 1336 Hz so
there is no information about the existence
of the 1336Hz anomalyfrom this run. The
fact thatthis modefrequency didnot change
whenweight was added to thebridge clearly
indicates that the bridge is not the primary
subunit of the corpus that is causing this
unique 1336 Hz resonance.

Restraint of the Outer Corners of the
Neck End Block
Utilizing the free-standing corpus as a way
to model the violin is only a first step. A
rough attempt to simulate the influence of
the neck and fingerboard was made by
stipulating that the outside corners of the
neck block would be motionless, a crude
exaggerated approximationof theeffect of
the additional mass and stiffness of these
components. Runs were made both with
the normal bridge weight and with the 3x
weight added.

There was little correspondencebetween
modes in the fixed-block runs at two
differentbridge weights and evenless when
compared with the base run. In only six
modes didall threeconfigurations have the
same deflection patterns, and thesewere all
between 735 and 1120 Hz (except one at
1469 Hz). There were only 11 deflection
patterns common to the two added-weight
cases out of36 totalmodes foundup to2157
Hz. It is clear that restraint at the upper
block exerts a strong effect on the
mechanical vibrating deflection patterns.
The mass and the inertia of the neck-
fingerboard assembly are clearly important
factors that need separate detailed further
investigation.
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F-Hole Placement - Moving Upper
Sound Holes Closer to the Center
A simple change was made in theposition
of the f-holes. On the assumption that one
critical dimensiondeterminingthe vibrating
configurations of the corpus was the
separation of theupper f-hole circles, each
f-hole was rotated so that the minimum
dimensionbetween themwas reduced from
39.2 to 36.3 mm.The location of the centers
of the lower holes was unchanged. A
complete set of runs was made up to 2200
Hz.

There were few changes in the
configurations of vibrating modes. Only 5
of the 23 calculated modes changed. These
were two near 730 Hz, two near 1300 Hz,
and onenear 1700 Hz. Clearly, the shifting
of each f-hole location by 1.45 mm made
little influence on the modal shapes in this
frequencyrange.

Major Structural Change - Top
Arching increased
One change was madein the arching height
of the top. The arching dimensionsof the
base case were from a Stradivari violin,
according to Sacconi [11]. It is wellknown
to violin makers that there are noticeable
differences in tonal character between
violins having significant differences in
arching height, so a set of runs was made
on a modelwith arching 2 mmhigher at the
bridge location (with the increase blended
proportionally less toward the edges in all
directions). This approximated the
differences between Sacconi's Stradivari
arching [11] and thatof a 1704 G.B. Rogeri
violin depicted in a STRAD magazine
poster [12].

There were substantialchanges. Both the
frequencies and the deflectionpatterns had
changed to a significantextent. Somemodes
with only localmotionshad survived. There
were still two modes in which the peak
deflections occurred at both f-hole wings
and in the same general frequency range -
at 1126 and 1362 Hz. All of the "rogue"
modes that occurred consistently in all the
earliercalculations had disappeared. In their
place were two modes at 1590and 1606 Hz
with obscure deflection patterns similar to

those at 1336Hz in the calculations of the
Stradivari arch. The mode in which the
bridge bulged outof plane in its midsection
occurred at the same frequency (see fig. 7).
All other modes could not be related in
detail to deflection patterns perceived in
earliercalculations.In the lower frequencies,
there was a strong difference in deflection
patterns at about 950 and 1250 Hz. At
higher frequencies, therewas no correlation.

This series of calculations illustrates the
strong influence that changes in arching
configurations have on vibrating
configurations of the mechanical system. It
is obviously impossible to design and make
violins "by thenumbers".

Effect of the Above Changes on the In-
Plane Deflections - the "Rogue"Modes
Three modes describing motions in the x

and y directions, described and discussed
earlier, consistently appeared andremained
constant and existed during most of the
modifications described above.The 1336 Hz
frequencyappeared no matter how variables
of the plates were changed—f-hole, rib
thickness, etc., including bridgeweight. The
onlychanges that caused the 1336Hz mode
to change were substantial changes in the
height of the bassbar and changes in the
values of the cross-grain stiffness of top
plate wood. There was no 1336 Hz mode in
the calculation with no bridge. Similar
statements can be madeabout the 1987Hz
mode.It appears that the portion of therib
and block assembly that were unchanged
are important elementsin these modes.

"The arching pattern proved
to be the most important
design variable."

Figure 7 is a side view of the bridge
deformationat a mode at 2050 Hz. In this
case, the four points of contact of the strings
on the bridge are prevented from moving
out of theplane of the bridge. It is obvious
thatmostof the side deflectionof thebridge
is taking place in theregion of the cutouts.
This is thefirstmodein which the bridge is
vibrating independently of the rest of the

corpus. The first rocking mode of this
bridge occurs at about 2200 Hz.

At this point in our investigations, both
time and energy ran out. Further
experimental studies using theseresults will
determine whether it is worthwhile to

extend thework.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF FEM
CALCULATIONS
The arching pattern proved to be themost
important design variable. Increasing the
arching of the top by 2 mm at the bridge
and blending this increase in all directions
substantiallychanges the frequencies and
deflection configurations of most vibrating
modes.Also, the thickness and edge patterns
in the vicinity of the f-holes causes a large
number of modes with peak deflections.
Changes in material stiffness properties
seemed to affect significantly only those
modes which have deflections principally
in the cross direction. Over the range
studied therewere only two modesaffected,
at 1150 and 1300 Hz, both in a frequency
band in which acoustic tests indicate
important harmonics [13 ]. Other obvious
variables have onlylimited effects.

A variable that needs additional study is
the restraining effect that the neck-
fingerboard assembly imposes on theviolin
corpus by restricting the motion of the
upper block. Calculated results show that
complete immobilizationof the corners of
the outer surface of theupperblock makes
a substantial difference in the modal
patterns. Thus, a heavy, stiff neck and a
thick fingerboard will have a substantial
effect on the mechanical vibrationpatterns
of the violin. In addition, the strong
influence of the bassbar on deflections of
the top plate through the coupling of its
out-of-plane motions suggests that more
study is neededconcerningbassbar stiffness
and shape, especially with regard to out-of-
plane bending.

It must be reemphasized that all of our
calculations have been of the mechanical
vibrations of the corpus structureas though
itwerevibrating in a vacuum.The relevance
of this work to the actual sound produced
bya violin derives from the assumption that
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some sounds will be driven by the
mechanical configurations of some of the
natural frequencies of the corpus. Specific
design changes have been studied to
determinewhichchanges have a significant
effect on these configurations.

PART 2 - SOME RELATED
INVESTIGATIONS RELATING TO THE
FEM RESULTS

Usefulness of the Results Relating to the
Amount andFrequencies of Sound
Emitted
A fundamental question raised as a result
of this FEM work is which, if any, of the
vibrationpatterns of the wooden structure
contribute to the sounds produced by a
violin. It is well established that there are
only about 25-35 modes that contributeto
violin sound quality. For instance, in the
1970'sMatthews and Kohut [14; see a short
summary of their work in ref. 15] worked
on howto synthesize a violin-liketone. They
found that about35 harmonics of more or
less equal intensity and equally spaced
harmonically, with damping enough so that
the hollow between peaks were about 10
dB lower than the peaks, created a sound
that many listeners could mistakeas a violin
sound.

There are also in the technical literature
manyharmonicanalyses of tones produced
by violins. Those produced by bowing in
particular can be examined for clues. For
several years we have been using the
CONQT experimentalmethod to record
theharmoniccomponents of all the sounds
produced on a violin when a glissando is
played. We also have been probing the
vibrating surfaces of violins with a small
microphone for the nodal line patterns
when excited by a shaker at various
frequencies. All of the above have provided
useful information on the details of violin
vibrations that have been discussed in
previouspapers [15 ,16 ,17,18 ].

Some reasoning is offered below to help
develop criteria for plate mechanical
vibration patterns that might produce
sound. These criteriamust include:
a. Vibrating areas onplates must not cancel

each other out. For example, a positive

deflectionpattern nextto a corresponding modes (fig. 2b-d) rules out most of the
negative deflection pattern of plate modes. One must conclude that the only
vibration will disturb little air. modes likely to produce sound are those at

b. Deflection patterns thatresult in a change 590,960,1120, 1374, 1409, 1888, 1912, and
in volume of the corpus will produce 2090 Hz.
sound by acting as an inflating balloon. Is this smallnumber of modes—eight in

c. The movement of one particular area, almost two octaves—-areasonable number?
even when most of the plate surface is A CONQT analysisof the sound produced
fairly quiet, may cause the emission of by bowing (fig. 8) provides some clues on
sound (with a strong directional the number to be expected based on the
component). experimental data. The sound peaks are

d.In-phase deflectionpatterns of a plate or from a CONQT test of a French 19th
a major componentmay cause sound. century factory violin that had been

e. Directional sound can beproduced by the modified to have conventionaltop thickness
flapping motion of the entire corpus, or and bassbar contour. This violin had good
some segment of it. These patterns are projection and a bright, strongsoundin the
more likely to occur in completed upperregister, presumably due to the strong
instruments when the relatively large peaks above 3000 Hz. The sound peaks in
masses of the neck and fingerboard this instrument revealed by the CONQT
vibratein opposition to the corpus. test are, at the most, about eight or ten per

f. Large motions of the f-hole wings and octave. The shapes of the high peaks are
edges mayproduce sound by stimulating spread out enough so that they signal
repetitive local air-flowpatterns. appreciable damping in the wood and/or

The application of the above criteria to the coupling of modes. Below the CONQT

Figure 8. Frequency distribution of mechanical frequencies compared to those shown
by a typical experimental CONQT plot. Each peak represents a measured sound peak
from a test of a French 19th century factory violin that had been modified to have
conventional top thickness and bassbar contour. Each black tick markon the line labeled
"Mechanical vibrating frequencies" represents one of thefrequencies displayed in fig. 2.
Possible sound frequencies based on reasoned criteriaare displayed as black tick markson
the bottom line.
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Figure 9. Nodal lines at best soundpost
position (from [9]). Showing back plate deft)
and top plate(tight), as viewed from outside.

plot are two sets of marks. The upper set
indicates every calculated mechanical
resonance frequency of the base FEM case
(fig. 2b-d). The lower set contains marks
onlyat the eight frequencies selectedby the
above reasoning process. Note that the
spacing of these two sets of marks clearly
does not match for thisparticular violin.

Unfortunately the nodal line technique,
which searches for the deflection
configuration of the plates, has proved to
be unable to define experimentally the
details of the deflectionpatterns of sound-
producing modes above about 1200 Hz.
Howevertherewere some small local areas
in the plates in which the microphone
response was strong at every frequency
found in theCONQT test that has a strong
audible response. These may be not only
on the surface of theplates but also on the
surfaces of the ribs, away from the blocks.
The sound patterns arecertainly directional
at higher frequencies. There is no easy
answer to the above question about sound
produced by plate vibration.

Soundpost Experiment
Several years ago we performed a series of
tests on soundpost placement, using an
inexpensive violin, the plates of which had
been tuned to Carleen Hutchins' free plate
target frequencies. These results were
reported in a CASJournal article[13]. Three
top soundpost positions were tested and
CONQT sound analysis charts were taken

Figure 10. Nodal linepatterns for top and back plates when location of the top of the
sound post was moved to the indicatedpositions. The corresponding mode of the base
case is shown at upper right.

at each step. On the final move, which was and most of the back is also in unison but
made to the position that sounded best to in the opposite phase. The base case for the
both of us, a new peak appeared in the soundpost calculations is slightly different
charts at 932 Hz. We were able to describe and the vibrationpattern is also different,

the deflection patterns of the mode using But notice that this pattern resembles
the nodal line seeker (fig. 9). The full closely the pattern achieved when the
description is contained in the reference soundpost position is moved 10 mm away
paper. Note that three quarters of the top from the bridge. The shift in vibrating
is vibrating in phase. Thus, this experiment pattern has been quite drasticbecause of the
demonstrated one condition when a move of the soundpost. Shifts of 2.8 mmin
mechanical vibration willproduce a sound, the other direction, on the other hand,
i.e. when most of the top plate is vibrating produced little change in the nodal line
in phase with itself. patterns. Note that the peak amplitude

Detailed FEM computations of the remains at the upper f hole wing after all
effects of variations of soundpostposition, as shifts. Similarly large shifts in vibrating
summarized earlier, tella similar story. The patterns occurred at twoor threeresonances
greatest shift in frequencies occurredin the above and below this frequency when the
frequency range of 900 to 1200 Hz when soundpost was moved.
the top position of the soundpost was
moved. Some indication of the shifts in the Example of an F-hole Wing
vibration patterns and nodal lines is given Configuration Producing Sound
bynodal linepatterns for several soundpost The 1120 Hz mode (fig. 2) in which both
positions in the frequency range near 966 upper wings have maximum deflection is
Hz (fig. 10). The nodal line pattern from an interesting mode that produces sound,
thebase case is given in the top right hand Nodal line probes on several instruments
corner for comparison. At that base line taken before the FEM work had produced
almost the entire top is vibrating in phase evidenceof sound atroughly that frequency
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in several instruments when the
microphone probe was held directly over
the two top wings during a nodal line
experiment. It had thenbeen assumed that
this was causedby motionof the air system
inside the corpus and breathing at the top
wings of the f-holes. After the computer
calculations had revealed the deflection
configuration of the wings (fig. 2) at 1120
Hz it was possible to make a more detailed
nodal line survey and to discover that the
maximum response was directly over the
wings and much less over the neighboring
upper open holes. As a check, a CONQT
set of runs was made when tiny weights
were added on the top wings. The peak in
the CONQT plots disappeared and there
was a marked difference in the sound
quality. Evidently, the large amplitudes of
f-hole wings must be regarded as strong
potential sound producers at any frequency
where this deflectionpattern exists.

Additional Bassbar Experiments
An account of an early experiment of
investigating the effect of adding weight
locally to the top in line with the bassbar
and later verifying the validity of this
experiment by modifications of several
cellos is containedin theearliercompanion
paper [16 ].

Figure 5 is another view of the vibration
pattern shown in Figure 4. This edge-on
view shows the bridge deflected to the
soundpost side.The bassbar is alsorocking
sideways with the highest amplitude in the
lower bout. At some higher frequencies,
similar sideways motion of the bassbar is
found, usually linked to plate vibration
patterns thatencourage such a deformation.
The inertia and twisting stiffness of the
bassbar are additional variables in
determining plate vibration patterns and
amplitudes and must be considered by
makers as they determine detailed
adjustments in plate thickness. The basic
design of the cross section of the bassbar
will have an influence. For example a high
narrow cross section should produce
differentplate vibratingpatternsfrom those
produced by a bar with a low wide cross
section. Such information and reasoning
givescredence to the experimentsin bassbar

cross section shape reported by Zaret [19 ].
Experiments on the effects of adding
weights locally along the bassbar are now
in progress.

Energy AbsorbingModes that Prevent
Production of Sound
It is well known in mechanical engineering
practice that a small resonant system can
absorb energy and dampen vibrations of a
structure to which it is attached if both have
the same resonant frequency. There is a cello
wolf damper on the market that is based
on thisprinciple. It is to be attached to the
top plate near the maximum amplitude
point. As has been described earlier the
FEM calculations have revealed that the
bassbar has frequencies of its own in
important frequency regions in which it
wags out of its plane, rotating at the joint
between thebar and the topplate. Some of
these modes are coupled to local
deformations of the rib and block systems
in theneighborhood of the C bouts. These
frequencies can be easily varied by
modifyingthe thickness of thebar, the taper
in bar thickness, the contour of the bar
height, as well as rib thicknesses or mass of
corner blocks. The lowest of these
frequencies occur at about 1500 Hz. Also,
at higher frequencies there are modes at

which different parts of the bassbar are
moving in opposite phase. These modeswill
absorb energy and thus may mute some
frequencies.

Clearly the finite element calculations
have revealed additional variables;
additional ways in which the corpus can
vibrate, absorb energy, and therefore
influence the sound produced by the
instrument.These findings aboutbridge and
bassbar vibration have important
implicationsfor instrument makers.

Investigationof Configurations of
HigherFrequency Resonances
The FEM analytical approach has proven
to be incapable of providing clues about the
behaviorof the violinat higher frequencies.
Some experimentalinformation is available
from combinations of CONQT tests and
nodal line probes made on two quite
differentviolins.

Oneof the interestingresonances found
on an 18th century English violin was a
strongpeak at about 3840 Hz (B7), a pitch
close to thatproduced by a stopping the E
string at the end of the fingerboard. Figure
11 is the A string CONQT run of this
instrument. Note that this frequency has
thehighest response on the CONQT plot.
It provided a bright strong overtone on
manyof the lower sounds of theinstrument
similar to the singer's formant. As an
illustration of the complexity of the
mechanical vibration patterns at this
frequency, Figure 12 shows resonance
patterns of the mechanical system of the
FEM base case run at 3811 Hz, the closest
resonance, computed for the top and back.
Note that the peak amplitudes in the top
are at theedges of the f-holes. This indicates
once again the importance of the details of
the f-hole region. When the nodal line
microphone test system was tried on the
above instrument at this frequency, it was
impossible to sort out the complexity of
the patterns. However, it was possible to
scan the ribs and discover that there were
strong active vibrating regions as indicated
by the arrows. The sounds produced by
thesevibrationsinteracted in the space next
to the top, and it was possible to use the
microphone to detectintense sounds close
to the instrument and other areas having
no appreciable net sound. The plate
vibrating pattern is beyond the ability of
any maker to detect or to modify
constructively. Even the rib pattern would
be difficult.

The next lower similarly strong sound
peak was found by the CONQT test on
this instrument at about 2876 Hz. Figure
13 is a similar black and white display of
the vibration patterns of the mechanical
system of the FEM base case corpus at this
frequency. There are about the same
number of intense regions on the plates.
However, the nodal line test picked up few
vibrating regions on the ribs andthoseseem
to be at the locations near the ends of the
side blocks. Thus, the nodal line technique
may still be useful to pick up locations
where rib thickness and localvariations of
rib thickness may be important variables
for defining the higher local frequency
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responses of aviolin.As an aside, it is worth
mentioning that the cello will have quite
differentrib vibrationresponses from those
on the violin, probably much lower in
frequency relative to the other mechanical
frequencies, because its ribs are
proportionately much deeper and thinner
than those on theviolin.

Many of the better violins tested to date
with the CONQT system do not have
sharp peakedresonances athigh frequencies
but insteadhave a much smootherresponse
profile. The authors have not yet identified
modifications that strongly influence these
resonances. This may be due to the wood
and the varnish in these instruments
providing higher damping values. The
makercan influence the damping values by
the choice of varnish, as discussed by
Schleske [20], and thus control to some
extent the "brightness" of the sound.

CONCLUSIONS
A. Every step in the final thickness

adjustment process of every component
of theviolin influences the tuning of the
natural frequencies of those
components.

B. The mass of the neck and fingerboard
will determine the degree to which the
corpus is restrained from motion at the
upperblock. This willresult in different
patterns of mechanical resonance
frequencies, especially in the lower
octaves up to the first octaveharmonic
on the E string (1320 Hz).

C. The tuning of the bassbar is a poorly
known but important area in need of
experimental workby careful craftsmen.
It can be used, presumably, both to

deaden and to augment particular
frequencies.

D. The ribs are sound producers in the high
frequency region and are probably
responsible for some of the brightness
and projection qualities of good
instruments.Therefore, the thickness of
ribs and the detailsof linings, especially
near theblocks, areprobably important.
This, too, is an unexploredarea.

E. The f-hole wings are the most active area
in many modes. Further experimental

Figure 11. CONQT display of A string glissando run of an 18th Century English violin
with a strong bright sound (left axis is time, seconds; bottom axis is frequency, Hz). The
plot at the top is the peak amplitude occurring during the test at each frequency. Note
that a peak at 3840 Hz occurs in almost every tone.

Figure 12. Resonance patterns showing Figure 13. Resonance patterns showing
deflections of back (left) and top (right) deflections of back (left) and top (right)
plates at 3811 Hz (viewed from inside plates at 2876 Hz (viewed from inside
instrument; based on ABAQUS display), instrument; based on ABAQUS display).
Amplitudes are numbered using the same Amplitudes are numbered using the same
relative scale as in fig. 2 (a-d). Arrows relative scale as in fig. 2 (a-d). Arrows
indicatelocations ofprominent localsound indicatelocations ofprominent localsound
peaks in ribs. Note that peak amplitudes peaks in ribs.
in the top are at edges of f-holes
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investigations are neededof the influence
of f-hole wing design on sound output.

CI to CI8 covering the modes of the
corpus are not includedin Ref. 2).

StradLibrary, Finchingfield,Braintree,
Essex, England.
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ABSTRACT
Vibrationalmodesof two violins are studied
via matched free plates, with plates glued
to the ribs, and finally in finished
instruments. Mode changes and
relationships are noted.

INTRODUCTION
In adapting my technique to use the
Hutchins modelof bimodal plate tuning[I],
I have found thatit generallyproduces good
violins, violas and cellos but there are still
some variationsin the finished products that
are unexplained and leave room for
improvement. A further stage of mode
research is needed to fill in the gap between
the frequencies of free plates and their
behavior when constrained in the corpus.
The ideal methodology would be to utilize
holographic interferometry but this is
beyond the reach of most violinmakers, so
out of necessity only the humble shaker
table was used but with surprisingly good
results.

If we are to understand and control the
process of violinmaking, we need to be able
to trace the changes in mode frequencies and
shapes throughout the various stages of
assembly leading to thefinishedinstrument.
Will we be able to find relationships
between free plate modes and the modes
that can be traced when ribs are attached,
neck attached, box closed, and soundpost,
bridge and strings fitted? There are many
variables to be considered with each one
having implications for modificationby the
maker.

Is it possible to measure the effects,
including interaction effects, of these
variables in a cumulative way as they are
added in theprocess of assembly? If so, the
aim would be to acquire the knowledge
necessary for making modificationsat each
stage towards a target set of mode
relationships in the finished instrument.
The ultimate demand on the maker is that
he or she has measurable criteria that can
be accomplishedat each stage of making and
assembly. It is recognized that this is a
formidable task, but without this degreeof
detailed knowledge the uncontrolled
changes that occur betweenfree plate mode
tuning and modesinthefinished instrument
will always be a serious problem for the
maker.

So far the leap from free plate modes to

assembled instrument is too great. The
uncontrolled intervening variablescan lead
to unpredictable outcomes despite greatcare
in accomplishing free plate criteria. That is
not to detract from the importance of free
plate tuning but to emphasize that other
cumulative factors are alsopart of thepuzzle
thatwe need to have control overin order
to predict the behavior of the finished
instrument whether it be violin, viola or
cello.

Transition from Free Plates to Plates
Fixed to Ribs
Mode patterns for two violins were
photographically recorded for free plates,
for plates fixed to the ribs and again in the
finished instruments. The attachment of

ribs was not intended to establish the plate
boundaries of an assembled violin but
simply to see what happens to free plate
vibrational modes and their free plate
matching when the ribs are glued on. Each
violin in this study was made using the
outline and archings of the "Betts"
Stradivarius [2]. The wood was European
spruce and Bosnian maple seasoned for
fifteen years. The ribs and free plates were
first varnished, cured for 18 months,
polished and the plates were then tuned
with the aim of achievingbimodalmatching
or at least a match for modes #2. Mode
shapes and frequencies were recorded for
therange 0-1200 Hz using the Well-known
shaker table apparatus (See [1]).

Figure 1 shows photographs of the mode
shapes and frequencies of top and back
plates for violin No. 22 when the plates
swere free.Figure 2 shows themodeshapes
and frequencies after the plates are
independently glued to theribs. ViolinNo.
21 produced almost identical mode shapes
in all three conditions, i.e. free plate, with
ribs attached and in the finished violin and
is included as a check for consistency.

With the ribs attached in turn to each
plate, somemode shape changes can beseen
especially for mode #2. I found that free
plate modes#1 and #2 forboth violinswere
moved up the frequency range while mode
#5 moved down (See Table 1). This was
nearly true for the back plates with the
exception that mode #1 moved down not
up. The extentto which thesemodes moved
was different in top and back such that
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modes that matched in the free plates no
longer matched in the fixed plates.
However, in both violins the mode
movements were similar (See Table 1).

Figure 1. Free plate modepatterns for violin No. 22.

This leads to the conclusion that a
differentsequenceand spacing is occurring
inboth top andbackplates in the transition
fromfree plates to plates withribs attached
and that prior mode matches are now no
longer present.

Another important observation was
made while attempting to locate the center
of each mode in order to read off its
frequency. The frequency range in which
excitationof theglitter occurredeitherside
ofits center was considerable with the fixed
plates as well as with the free plates.
Regretfully thepossible significance of this
was realized too late to collect all the data
from bothviolins,however, some datafrom
No. 22 was collected and is shown in Table
2. Recording this spread of excitation can
only be approximate because it dies away
at the extremes and varies with speaker
amplitude. The most accurate way to
accomplish this is to take all frequency
readings at constant speaker amplitude and
check themon theway up and againon the
way down in sweeps of the sine wave
generator.

The wide spread of the observed
frequencies raises the question of modal
matching versus spacing in fixed plates. Is
it this spread of excitation overlapping
between top and back plates that is the
desired feature of a good violin? Have we
focused too much on the center of modes
and ignored the extent to which their spread
of excitation influences the creation of
violin sound? After all, plate vibration in
theantinodal areas is what transfers energy
to the air and eventually to our ears as

Table 1. Change in violin mode frequencies fromfree plates to plates with ribs attached. sound. This energy transfer from wood to
airworks best at the height of each antinode.
Gaps between antinodesare gaps in energy
transfer and are thus a problem for the
creation of violin sound. However, some
transfer occurs either side of center as
evidenced by the movement of glitter as
frequencies approach the center of each
mode. Perhaps we need to start recording
the observable spread of excitation either
side of the modesin addition to the central
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Table 2. Spread of observed glitter excitation with ribs separately attached to top and
back plates.

frequencies so as to get a more complete
picture of howviolin plates behave when
fixed to the ribs and in the final assembly.

Differences in frequency spread might be
a critical variable in the search for better
violins. For example, when you play a
chromaticscale across thewholerange of a
violin, some strong and some weak tones
will be found. The weakones are a problem
for the player. Threeresearch questions arise
from this phenomenon. (1) Can an
optimum point be located when plate
thinningwhere the glitter spread eitherside
of the target modes #2 and #5 is activated
overa widerrangeof frequencies? (3) Would
such a point in a free plate produce an
optimum spread of excitationin a plate with
fixed boundaries? (4) Would such an
optimum spread of glitter in the free plate
modes #2 and #5 increase the spread of
excitation at higher modes in the finished
violin and effectivelyfill any sound gaps in
the instrument's output? These questions
could prove to be a fruitful area for further
research.

Testing a Wooden Frame as a Research
Substitute for Ribs
A lot of work is involved in gluing and
ungluing plates to ribs so it makes sense to
see if a removable frame can be used as a
simple substitute for ribs. A lightweight
woodenframe with clamps and nylon bolts
was made so that each plate could in turn
be clamped as a substitute for theribs. The
complete frame with clamps and nylon
bolts was approximately the same weight
as a set of ribs. This is in contrast to the
frame used by Atwood [3] which was made

deliberately heavy "...to lower the
frequencies of modes...". With a heavy

frame,

Atwood had difficulty detecting
complete mode patterns no doubt because
they were dampened by the mass of the
frame. With the light frame, many mode
shapes were clearly visible.

When thinking about the relationship
between ribs andplate margins one should
be careful inreferring to plate margins as ...
"the hinge about which theplate moves as
it vibrates" [3]. The analogy of a hinge
suggests that the plate vibrates as a whole
and flexes at theplate margins adjacent to
theribs. It followsfrom this that if the plate
margins are thinned all thewayaround, the
plate will vibrate more freely like a
diaphragm. Could the hinge analogy be
misleading?

The areas of greatest vibration are the
antinodes. These vibrations are "hinged"
along adjacent nodal lines where they are
minimized and change phase. The widely
different mode patterns indicate that
vibration occurs in many different places
often involving onlysmallareasof the plate.
Only occasionally do the plate margins
become energized and then often only in
certain places not as a whole. Schleske [4]
gives some good examples and discussion
of the waynodes and antinodes pass across
plate margins and through the ribs to the
opposing plate. Perhaps the practice of
thinning plate margins, as described by
Saunders and Hutchins [s], is more
important if performed only in specific
places. Such selective thinning mayfacilitate
a "hinge" for the complex bending and
twisting of the corpus in relation to where

nodes and antinodes cross the edgesrather
thansome simple notionof allowingwhole
plate vibration.

Using the lightweight frame it was
discovered that many of the detectable
modes, though not mode #5, were shifted
up the frequency range (not down as
Atwood thought) when the plate was
clamped to the frame. These frequency
placements were very sensitive to varying
the weight of theframe and tightness of the
clamps. This suggests support forHutchins
and Voskuil's [6] conclusions that the rib
stiffness changes the Bl mode and that
stiffening the ribs increases Al-Bl delta
spacing and changes the playing
characteristics of the violin.

Because mode frequencies undergo
dramaticchanges with variations inthe mass
and stiffness of the frame, the method of
using a removable frame as a research tool
is not recommended. Gluing the plates to
the ribs offers more constant and reliable
data. Research using this method with ribs
and linings of different mass and stiffness
can add to our knowledge about the effect
of these variables on platemode frequencies
but only at that point in the assembly
process. Further changes are to be expected
when the opposing plate is glued on to the
ribs.

In a further step, an additionalframe was
madeto arch over the top plate in order to
attach a bridge and sound post to the top
plate while it was constrained around the
edges by the lightweightframe. An adjusting
screw could be tightened to increase or
decrease the pressure of bridge and sound
post on the plate. It was found that mode
#5 glitter pattern was now impossible to

detectwhile mode #2 was still clearlyvisible.
This is reasonable when we consider that
mode #5 vibrates powerfully from the
center of the plate. Clamping the plate in
the center by means of bridge and sound
postdampens mode #5 at its place of origin.
Mode#2 onthe other hand isnot suppressed
by bridge and sound post.

Observations Concerning Plates
Gluedto Ribs
My observations from testing both free
plates andplates glued to the ribs from two

No. 22 TOP HZ BACK HZ
Mode Excitation Lowest Center Hi hest Lowest Center Hi hest

89 93 97 97 101 105
246 263 270 232 244 250
275 303 335 285 314 375

#Un-numbered 460 493 530 550 595 650
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violins are as follows:
1. Mode frequencies in both top and

back free plates changed when the
plates became separately fixed by the
addition of ribs.

2. These frequency changes were
inversely related with mode #2
increasing while mode #5 decreased.

3. Top and back plates that were
matching in mode #2 when free were
no longer matched when constrained
at the edges by attachmentin turn to
the ribs.

4. The bridge and soundpost condition
suppressedmode #5 but notmode #2.

5. When plates were constrained at the
edges, the mass and stiffness of the
constrainingdevice had a big influence
on the frequency placement of the
observed modes. The use of a
substitute frame insteadofribs did not
produce data resembling those of
glued-onribs or data that are reliable.

6. Research using modal plate tuning
might be enhanced by recording the
spread of plate excitation in addition
to just the centralfrequencies, so that
attempts can be made to correct dead
spots in the sound spectrum and
degrees of overlap can be studied.

Modes in the Finished Instruments
The most prominent modes in the finished
instruments were foundby using the shaker
table again but this time substituting tea
leaves in place of glitter. Tea leaves slide
better over the convex outside surface of
theviolin than glitterwhich tends to adhere
at first to the varnish and then jump off
when the speaker amplitude is increased. If
tea leaves are used and the speakeramplitude
is carefully increased, the tea leaves will
slowly move into the mode shapes without
too many of them slipping to the lowest
point near the purfling. Careful frequency
adjustments of the sine wavegeneratorwere
made throughout repeated trials in order
to obtain the most accurate measures of
mode frequencies. By this method, a wide
variety of mode shapes were found up to
just under 1200 Hz. Modes at higher
frequencies could be detected but not their
shapes.

Since the top andback plates are coupled frequencies can be seenin Figure 3. A more
through the ribs, it is not possible to trace complete reading of these dataare given in
thechanges inthe original free plate modes Table 4 where the most clearly identified
#2 and #5 with any certainty. However, it frequencies are shown for the top andback
now becomes possible after finding a inboth violins 21 and 22. The frequencies,
prominent mode in the top orback, to trace identified on the left as a, b, c and d and
its corresponding mode in the opposite also shown in bold numerals in Table 3,
plate. These paired mode shapes and their represent strong paired modes. Other

Figure 3. Mode patterns and frequencies in paired top and back for finished violin
No. 22.
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Table 3. Mode frequenciesfor finished violinsNos. 21, 22, 11 and 12.

clearly identified frequencies are also shown crests come exactly into phase to form the
while some, which were very small in largest combined wave at an antinode and,
amplitude or overlapping the more on the other hand, their crests and troughs
prominent frequencies, were omitted. meet in opposing phase to form a node or

The frequencies marked with an asterisk point of zero vibration,

produced a strongmovement of tea leaves Larger shifts of the dial often caused the
away from the neck in the top and button tea leaves to break away and the lines to
in theback extending overthe entiresurface disappear altogether. This is best explained
of the plate almost to the end blockregion, by the interaction of passing sound waves
Further testing showed that this is not a moving away from the points of optimum
plate mode but rather the strongvibration antinodal combinationwhereplate motion
set in motionby the neck and fingerboard, is concentrated, after which motion is
i.e., the BO mode (Hutchins and Voskuil, dispersed weakly over the plate surface to

1993). undo both antinodes and nodes.
While Figure 3 shows the mode shapes Atpoints wherenodal linesintersectwith

and their frequencies, it should be the edges of the plates, the lines tend to

remembered that the dynamic process of become wider and more diffused which is
mode formation reveals more to the likely to be the result of damping by the
watching eye than can be seen in a static mass and stiffness of the ribs. Antinodal
picture. It was observed that the tea leaves areas that overlap the plate edges are most
tended to move rapidly outwards from a often found in the C-bouts where the tea

point at the center of the antinodes often leaves canbe observed tobounce vigorously
moving away from two or more antinodes and travel along the purfling indentation
to be massed at a nodal boundary between towards the upper and lower bout edges and
them. past the corner blocks. This phenomenon

Small movements of the frequency dial occurs more in the back than the top no
either side of the mode center caused the doubt because the C-bouts of the top are
nodal boundary to shift back and forth partly isolated from the center of the plate
slightly.This observedphenomenon is best by the f-holes.
explained by the sound waves shifting the In some instances the tea leaves do not
points at which, on the one hand, their form ata node but rather are deposited like

foam at a shore line where the waves have
lost the energy to drive themfurther. These
deposits are distinguished from nodal lines
by their diffuse appearance and by the fact
that they can be pushed further away from
their antinode by increasing the speaker
amplitude. In this case there is no adjacent
antinode to vibrate the tea leaves back to
form a nodal boundary.

In the frequency spacings betweenmodes
where no overlapping modes exist, the tea
leaves do not move indicating no vibration
of the plate and hence there can be no
consequent transfer of sound to the
surrounding air. Luckily these dead spots
in one plate are most often complimented
by spread from a separate vibration in the
opposing plate so as to produce fewer gaps
in the overall spectrum of possible sound
production.

In frequencies above 800 Hz, the
antinodal areas tend to decreasein size and
increase in number while their nodal lines
no longerintersect theplate edges. This was
also observedby Miller [7] and Schleske [4],
both of whom noted that top and back
plates had thus become decoupled. With the
decoupling of the plates at about the top of
the second octave in the violin, the
vibrational behavior of the independent
plates nowbecomes an important focus for
studying, and possibly modifying, the
playing characteristics of the violin in the
higher positions on the E string at, and
above, the third octave.

Cross Check with Two Other Violins
At this point it was decided to cross check
these mode patterns and frequencies with
two other finished violins made previously
to the same Strad specifications. Both these
violins had lowerfree plate frequencies than
thoseabove (seeTable 4). Thesefrequencies
were measured on varnished and cured free
plates several years ago at the timeof their
assembly. Experience has shown that plate
frequencies tendto increasea few Hz during
the first few years after making so the
differencesbetween theseviolins and violins
21 and 22 may not nowbe so large.
The right hand side of Table 3 sets out the
mode frequencies for finished violins Nos.
11 and 12. The neck/finger board

N0.21 N0.22 No.ll N0.12
TOP Hz BACK Hz TOP Hz BACK TOP HZ BACK Hz TOP Hz BACK Hz

255* 255* 236* 235* 277* 275* 248* 248*
267 283 263

364 343 362
412 380 380 387 390 390
472 472 456 456 450 450 452 452

470 480 480
548 548 560 557 526 526 542 542

590 592 586 590
698 698 693 698 721 721 712 712

793 740 756 807
855 855 807 807 850 850 874 874
924 995 910 911 881 898 970 970

1103 1060 1070 1100 1127
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Table 4: Free plate frequencies for violins
Nos 11 &12.

frequencies are shown with asterisks. It can
be seen by checking all four violins across
Table 3 that, apart from the neck/
fingerboard frequencies, there are four
frequencies in bold print horizontally
pairing top and back for the same modes.
Theseare identifiedbecause theirvibrations
were stronger than other modes. These
different modesare labeled a, b, c, and d on
the left and their frequencies are shown in
descending order down Table 3. By
comparing frequencies horizontally and
modes vertically, it can be seen that they
fall reasonably near each other for all
violins. These frequencies have almost
identical mode patterns for the paired top
and back at eachof modes a, b, c, and d (See
Figure 2.). The modes shown at b in the
mid 500 Hz region, have been identifiedby
Miller [7] as the Bl mode.

CONCLUSIONS
Tentative conclusions are first thatthe mode
shapes in top and back for violins 21 and 22
shown in Figure 3 and also for violins 11
and 12 (not shown) show the effect of
coupling through theribs for the first three
modes descending down the figure having
frequencies below 800 Hz. This coupling
tends to occur most through the C-bouts
and is evidencedby the observedmovement

of tea leaves away from antinodes active
near the C-bout edges and the absence of
tea leaf deposits in the C-bouts along the
purfling. Tea leaves that slid into the C-
bouts quickly vibrated along the purfling
past the corner blocks to the upper and
lower bouts. Above 800 Hz, nodal lines

tended to create bimodal islands on the
plates with a more widely distributedbuild
up ofnon-vibrating tealeaves near the edges
including the C-bouts.

Second, it is possible to find some links
between free plate frequencies and thosein
the finished violins. The datain Table 3 are
derivedfromfour violins whose free plates
werematched formode #2 and nearmatches
for mode #5. The free plate mode #2
frequencies were higher in Violins 21 and
22 than they were for violins 11 and 12,
whichcorresponds to therespective higher
frequencies for the Bl modes shown at b in
Table 3.

Looking again it can be seen that there
were some divergences in the free plate
octave relationships that might be an
alternate focus to the one above. Violin 21
and 22 had average separations from the
octave*by -10 Hz and+6.5 Hz respectively
whileviolins 1 1 and 12were only OHz and
+0.5 Hz. These separations might be
significant in comparing the modes in the
finished instruments. The relative position
of b (Bl mode) in the frequency spectrum
moves closer to A and further from C for
violins 11 and 12 than for violins 21 and
22. Manipulating the absolute frequency
values of bimodally matchedfree plates as
well as the octave relationships between
modes #2and #5 mightbe awayof changing
the frequency spacing of the Bl mode
relative to theother modes.

Finally, one more test was performed.
The centrally mounted rosewood shoulder
rest was removed from violin no. 22 and
mode shapes and frequencies were again
recorded. The mode shapes remained
essentially the same except thatring modes
tended to extend and move more freely in
the region nearwherethe shoulderrest had
been. At the same time the frequencies for
the coupled modes shown at a, b, and c in
Table 3 moved up by about 11 Hz.
Frequencies shown at din Table 3 all moved
up by about 40 Hz. Manymorefrequencies
were nowvisible from 1000-1500Hz in the
top and from 1000-2000Hz in theback and
those that had been seen previously now
appeared to be much higher. The shoulder
rest adds considerable mass and probably
some stiffnessto the lowerend of theviolin

and this, it seems, has the effect of raising
mode frequencies but not altering mode
shapes or relationships at least for the
coupledmodes shown at a, b, and c. ■ CASJ

Postscript
The two violins under study turnedout to be
a delight toplaywith rich G strings, even tones
across all strings, good bright and strong E
strings, and with easy toplay harmonics.

Note*: To calculate the average separation
from the octave,first in top andback double
the valuefor mode #2 to get their respective
octaves. Take the value of mode #5from the
octave andpreserve the sign. If the signs are
the same in top and back, add the values
togetherkeeping the sign then divide by 2. If
the values of top and back have opposite signs,
use the signs when adding together and
preserve the resulting sign then divide by 2.
In each case the answer is the average
separation index.
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ABSTRACT the bridge. The transfer admittance was also some cases, to a value around 2 kHz. The
Admittance measurements show that the measuredin a mesh of points in the neck to excitationpoint waslocatedat each fret next
energy input from the string towards the extract some deflection shapes, exciting at to the first string along the bar from the
guitar body comesnot onlyfrom thebridge one point. A brief description of the first fret, up to the eighteenth fret, and
in the soundboard, at some low-medium to equipment used and parameters measured finally at the bridge. The signal used was
high frequencies the energycomes also from are given in each case,

the fretted end of the string. It is shown
white noise fed trough an audio amplifier.
Figure 1 shows the magnitudes of the

that the mechanical admittance is lower MECHANICAL ADMITTANCE AT THE driving point admittance, at the nut (front
overa broad frequency range at fretslocated NECK AND BRIDGE graph), consecutivefrets up to the 18th, and
near the 'foot and heel' of the guitar, than A brief description of the measurements thebridge (last graph on theback). A trend
that measuredat other frets. The admittance follows. The excitation was made utilizing behaviorof higher drivingpoint admittance
is relatively high at frets located over the a conventional electrodynamic exciter values at a given fret at several frequencies
body of the guitar, some comments on the (B&K 4809) with an impedance head can be seen, specially at some medium and
influence of theseresults on the tone of the attached (B&K8001). The guitar (code- high frequencies, as one moves towards the
guitar is made. Some other measurements named RRB in ref. [2]) was suspended bridge. At around the twelfth fret,
arereported withrespect to the mode shapes horizontally from elastic supports in an beginning at fret ten, the admittance drops
of the lowest resonant frequencies of the anechoic chamber, these supports grabbed significantly which would account for the
neck. softly the edge of the lower bout and the woodblock (foot and heelof the neck) that

lowerpart of the neck; an elastic band fixed fixes the bar to the main body, and rises
INTRODUCTION the peg in order to give stability to the again with higher relative values, towards
In the following, measurements are guitar. the bridge. The rising values of admittance
described relating to the vibration of the In order to measure the input force and in theregion of thebody of the guitar have
soundboard and neck of the guitar that are velocity, the mechanical driving point been observed also in the case of the ud[3].
part of a continuing study on the classical admittance (velocity/force)was measured Figure 2 shows thereal part (conductance)
guitar [I]. In order to explore the energy at 18 frets and at the bridge, using the of the driving point admittance. The
input from the string at the resting points electromagnetic exciter.As this exciteradds conductance at the 18 frets, at the nut and
on the frets, the driving point admittance stiffness and damping to the measurements, at the bridge, is shown in the same order as
was measured at different points on the which should show up specially at higher in Figure 1. These results suggest that the
neck, and compared with that measuredat frequencies, the bandwidth was limited, in frets play, at certain frequencies, a more
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active role in energy transmission than is
generally accepted. As the conductance is
proportional to the energy input from the
string to the frets or the bridge (other
contributions to the conductance come
from materiallossesat the neck and bridge,
air friction, etc.), it is strongly related to
the decay time of the sound of the guitar.
These effects are also found in the electric
guitar, but in this case theyare detrimental
to the sustain of the tone, and are thus called
'dead spots' orpoints ofhighinput mobility
[4]. The body andneck of theelectricguitar
should not vibrate in order to avoid the
dissipation of energy. The existenceof these
admittancepeaks, at the frets indicates that
the string's energy dissipates at thesepoints
(and someof this energymight be radiated
by the body and neck as sound). It was
shown in [s], that the neck-guitar system
has severalmodesof vibration.These modes
might be excited at the neck, if the string
happens to have a frequency component
around a modal frequency. The nearer the
fret is to an antinode of a given mode the
greater the excitation of that mode, and
greater the effect on the string frequency
(tuning) and decay rate.

The deleteriouseffects in frequency, and
decayrate of the string, occurdue to the fact
that the admittance is different from zero at
both, bridge (with higher influence), and
frets. The imaginary part of the admittance
(susceptance) is related to the inharmonicity
causedby the displacement of the frequency
of the string due to coupling to a resonance
ofthe topplate ofthe guitar [6,7], or as these
results indicate, of the neck-body system.
The frequency canbe lowered orraised with
respect to the ideal string frequency
(fundamental or harmonic) depending on
whether the susceptance termination
behaves as a spring or as massrespectively.

The conductance, real part of the
admittance, is related to the energy input
and thus also related to the energy that is
removedfrom the string, eitherby radiation
as sound, or internal dissipation (material
loss). It is then related to the tone decay.
This canbe shownby considering the energy
balance in the string and the guitar's
structure. The average power dissipated is
equated to the average power input.

Figure 1. Drivingpoint mechanical admittance magnitude ofguitar RRB. Excitationpoints
were located next to the third string along the bar on the frets.

Frequency <Hz}.

Figure 2. Real Mechanical Admittance at 18 frets and the bridge, last graph,
which shows greatervalues of conductance. Guitar RRB.
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The powerflow into the neck at the fret is
given by: P. = F(tf ReY, where F(t) is the Figure 3. Operational deflection shapes of two of the lowerresonant frequencies of the
excitingpoint force of the string, ReYthe neck. Guitar: Nova.
real part of the admittance. The peak
potential energy stored in the string is given
[B], by:

(1)

where T , L and A are the tension, string a Ii '■
length and amplitude,respectively. The loss # * -—j— """"T'*~ I 1 H" "'"T"""-' "

,:

"f" I ~—-"\
factor is defined [9], as: M

.. (2)« 3- — ,
o

.e.s
where h is the loss factor (ratio of energy
lost per cycle and peak potential energy
stored in the system),and P —W / T (T —
1 1frequency), is the averagepower dissipated,
thus: W= PJ.)*T, and:its ' '

*dis — ""pot *?

On the other hand, if the string is vibrating
in oneofits modes, Y(x,t)—A sin(kx) " sin(w
t), and the averagequadratic force is: F2 (t) =
T2A2 k 2wherekis the string's wave number.

,„, considering the squared frequency of the
( j

string: f = (1/4 L2) (Tim):
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velocity was measured with a laser

,

velocimeter (B&K 8323), the excitation
(white noise) was applied at a point in the
first fret next to the first string. The mode
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Thus the power input is: P.- (1/2) T2 A2 k2 .... . .t , . . „ c shapes were obtainedby picking the values
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. . A similar expression holds for the effect or _ r , „ReY. Equating this averagepower input and .... r, . , - ee , of conductance at each frequency at all, v . i

/

on i the bridge and the both effectsshould add to 1 J

the average power dissipated(eq. 3), onehas: b
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„ c points; several shapes were obtained, butthe decay rate (which includes all
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where mL is the string s mass/length. The & shape. There seems to be a lowerfrequency
amplitude timeconstant (time for the string mqdes qq VIBRATION OF THE NECK mode around 90 Hz> but was not extracted
amplitude to attain Ile of its initial value, . . m this set of measurements, which would
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along the bar, every 5 cm, were used. The
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CONCLUSIONS The nearer the fret is to an antinode, the Das musikinstrument, vol. 42, p 48-52.
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ABSTRACT
A numerical modelhas been designed for a
guitar resonance box implementing the
Finite Element method. The vibrational
behaviorof the guitar box has been studied
starting on its maincomponents, assembling
them and allowing the soundboard - back
coupling viathe insideair. The modelallows
one to study the influence of each
component on the whole box, and the
contribution of the modes of the
components (wooden box and its parts, and
air), to the coupled modes. The results of
the numerical model have been compared
with the experimental modal analysis of a
real guitarbox.

INTRODUCTION
The guitar is a complex mechanical system
because its dynamic behavioris determined
by the interaction of several components.
Inparticular two main distinguishable parts
form the guitarbox: thewoodstructure and
the inside fluid. This work is devoted to
the determinationof the dynamic behavior
of the guitar box by means of numerical
calculations and experimental measure-
ments.

We present the calculatedlow-frequency
modes and natural frequencies of the
resonance box (top plate, back side, ribs,
edges andblocks) starting on the dynamics
of the fundamental components: top and
back plates. The boundary conditions have

been chosen in order to make clear the The numerical model and applicationof
interaction soundboard - back through the the finite element analysis were
internal air exclusively. It must be noted accomplished using the ABAQUS (Hibbit,
that the numerical model corresponds in Karlson & Sorensen) softwareimplemented
detail to a real guitar box, as designed and on an Alpha 2100 workstation, in the case
constructed by a skilled craftsman, and the of the wooden box and the inner air
numerical results are compared to the individually. The numerical model evolved
experimentalmodal analysis. following the real manufacturing process

designed by the craftsman, modifying its
NUMERICAL MODEL geometric characteristics and adding the
In this work we attempted to achieve a internal structures, and became
numerical model of the guitar box with a quantitatively more complex. Figure 1
high degreeof accuracyboth in geometrical shows two images of half of the mesh
design and in materialparameters. With this defined for theresonance boxof the guitar,
idea in mind, an expert craftsman built a As can beappreciated the system of internal
real box simultaneously to the development struts and the bridge are included. It must
of the numerical model. A partial model be noted that the thickness of the topplate
was previously used to study the varied from point to point. The resonance
soundboarddynamics alongits construction box contained 15946 nodes and 3132
process [I]. It should thus allowus to study elements and the numerical model
the effects of several parameters on the guarantees the response up to 600 Hz.
behaviorof the soundboard, both alone and Regarding the materials they were decided
forming part of the box. by the luthier in the constructed box, and

Figure 1. Two longitudinal sections of the finite element mesh; the geometrical design
and the added structures can be seen.

M
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their material constants applied here too. orifice, the sound hole, with additional applied to thereal system by fixing theribs
The top platewas made of Canadian Cedar; boundary conditions. These conditions by means of polyurethane foam to a metallic
theback plate, the bridge and theribs were should guarantee the continuityof thefluid mould [4].
madeof Indian rosewood.The bars androds and should take into account the radiation Thus, the dynamical behavior of the
were made of spruce. The material of sound through the sound hole. The resonance box of the guitar in the low-
parameters used for the numerical model concept of "correctionlength" on the neck frequency range has been calculated through
can be found in [2]. No viscous effectswere was used, and the length was determined the vibration modes of the structure and of
taken into account and so the modes for by means of a preliminary finite element the fluid inside the cavity, with theribs fixed,

both the independent domains and the analysis [3]. On these uncoupled modes the modal
coupled system were normal. The fluid - structure couplingis a complex coupling method has been applied to

The meshfor theair inside thecavity (see phenomenon, regarding the numerical calculate thevibrationpatterns and natural
Figure 2) consists of 10788nodes and 8474 model, the analysis and the interpretation frequencies of thecoupledmodes of thebox.
elementsand the element sizeguaranteesthe of the results. The coupling takes place in The interface is the air surface in contact
validity of the results up to 1 kHz. The the interface of the two domains through with the inner surface of the box. Both
materialparameters corresponding to the the imposed boundary conditions. These surfaces are similar,but nodes and elements
air were definedunder standard atmospheric domains describe different physical are not totally coincident, so the
conditions; no viscous effects were taken situations but noneof themcan be analyzed displacement of the structural nodes
into account. The fluid was considered as without taking into account another's corresponding to the vibration modesof the
being confined in a rigid cavity with an influence. In our case the interaction has air has been interpolated on the nodes of

been limited to small amplitude the interface. Although several
movements. The coupled numerical model approximations are implied in the

Figure 2. Finite Element mesh for the air and application ofthe finite elementanalysis numerical method the results are in fair
cavity of the guitar box. were accomplished using the SYSNOISE agreement with the experimental

software by means of the modal coupling measurements and allow us to analyze
method. them.

In order to study the soundboard - back
plate coupling via the inner air and to RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
compare the results with the experimental
ones additionalboundary conditions were The Empty Box and the Air Inside the
imposed. The ribs were considered as Cavity

completely clamped, to avoid their The starting point of this work is the

displacement. These conditions were behaviorof the main componentsof thebox,

Figure 3. Modes of vibration and natural frequencies of the empty guitar box with the ribs fixed.
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Figure 4. Vibrationpatterns and frequencies of the inner air.

soundboard and back plate, individually,
under fixed boundary conditions; that is,
allowing the perimeter to have zero
displacement and free slope, the so-called
simply supported boundary conditions.
Both componentswere finishedin this stage
with the complete strut system (bridge,
transversebars and fan struts in the case of
the soundboard, and longitudinal and
transversebars in the case of the back). The
patterns are conditionedby the presence of
the main struts.

When thebox is assembled (top and back
are joined through the ribs andblocks), the
upper block affects modes presenting
vibration over the sound hole. Vibration
appears only in one part (soundboard or
back) and not in both simultaneously. This
result is obvious: if the ribs are fixed and
the cavity is empty there is no way to couple
these two parts, and the modes are limited
to oneof them. Patternsare shown in Figure
3. Concerning the natural frequencies the
onlysignificantchanges appear in the modes
affectedby the assembly of the box. In that
case the modes are morerigid since their
frequencies increase in comparison with the
preceding results. The most sensitive
frequencies to the assembly are thoseof the
patterns of theback (1,2)b and (1,3)b, with a
relative increase of the 15%withrespect to

the preceding stage. In the case of the top
plate, the sensitive modes to the assembly,
(1,2)s and (3,1)5, increase their frequencies
less than 7%.

According to this it is possible to predict

the behavior of the resonance box by
observing the dynamics of the independent
components in fixed boundary conditions.
The only affected modes are those
presentingvibrationin the zoneoftheupper
block. This piece hinders the movement in
its zone, and increases the frequencies of
the affectedmodes. The sixlowestmodes and
frequencies corresponding to the air inside
the rigid cavity are presented in Figure 4,

The GuitarBox
In this paragraph the dynamics of the
complete guitar box, that is the coupled
modes of thewoodstructure togetherwith
the inside air, are presented. The air
containedin thebox allows the connection
between both structural components. In
this way the coupling among the
soundboard, the air and the back givesrise
to the modes of the box. Figure 5a shows
the calculated coupled modes; they are
indexedby the TB capital letters, referring
to the top - back coupling, followed by the
mode number starting on the lowest
frequency.

As can be seen the air inside the cavity
substantially affects the vibrationpatterns,
thus it causes the soundboard and the back
move together at certain frequencies. Some
comments can be madeon this Figure. First
of all they show that the influence of the air
is greater at lower frequency. Comparing
this figure to Figure 3 shows that the natural

frequencies of thecorrespondingstructural
modeshave decreased, that is, thefluid acts

as an addedmass. Moreover theinteraction
between structural and acoustic modes
depends on the vibrationalcharacterof the
structuralmodes. For example somemodes
appear onlyin onecomponent, top orback;
that is the case of the transversal flexural
modes.

THE MODEL AND THE EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS
As has been explained above the model
corresponds to a detailedhand crafted guitar
box. This guitar box was studied by means
of the modal analysis method along its
constructive stages. In particular the
vibrational behavior of the box was
determined by imposing similar boundary
conditions of this finite element model.
Figure 5b shows the experimental modal
patterns and frequencies. As can be seen by
comparing Figure 5a to Figure sb, the
proposed finite elementmodelpredictwith
a high degreeof accurateness the dynamics
of the guitar boxin the lowfrequency range,
both qualitative and quantitatively. Some
comments can be made about the coupled
modes.

TB (1): This is the fundamental mode of
the resonance box. In this pattern the
soundboard presents an antinodal zone
at the position of the bridge. The upper
zone of the soundboard remains
motionless due to the presence of the
transverse bars and theupperblock. Also

and are named in the usual mode, starting
from AO.
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in this case, vibration is limited to the
lowerpart of the back but in this case the
amplitude of vibration is three times
smaller than in the soundboard in the
calculated mode; theexperimental results
only indicatethat thevibration amplitude
is higher in the soundboard. Figure 5
shows that the top and back plates vibrate
in phase opposition; this leads to
considerable changes inthe inner volume.
The frequency is reduced by 40% with
respect to the empty box, pointing to the
added mass effect of the fluidinteracting
with the structure.

TB (2): The secondvibration modeof the
resonance box, named as T (1,1) or first
top plate resonance by otherauthors.The
shape of this modeis similarto theTB (1)
mode but in this case soundboard and
back vibrate in phase, and so the involved
volume changes in the inner air are
smaller. Figure 5 shows thatthemaximum
displacement of soundboard andback are
equal and situated in the lower partof the
box.
TB (3): In this mode the back remains
motionless: as has been explained before,
the internal bars of the back hinder the
vibration of its transversal flexural
patterns and thus the contribution to
radiation due to the back will be
negligible. No changes were found on
comparing TB (3) with (2,1) s, either in
pattern or in frequency, and thereforeno
soundboard - back coupling is present in
this mode, so it can be analyzed as a
soundboard mode.
TB (4): Its patternis similar toTB (1) mode,
involvinglarge volumechanges, so TB (4)
is anefficient modeof radiationtoo.This
mode could not be experimentally
determined, probably due to the
proximityof TB (3).
TB (5): The soundboard and the back
vibrate in phase opposition, with a

longitudinal flexion character. The
maximum vibration amplitude occurs
around the sound holeinboth plates. The
lower part of the box, below the bridge,
displays a weak movement that is more
visible in the soundboard. The
experimental measurements indicate that

Figure 5.

the vibration amplitude is larger for the
back thanfor the soundboard; this fact is
not so clear in thecalculated mode. This
mode, like TB (1) and TB (2), is a strong
radiatorand togetherwith the TB (6) mode
coversmost of the fundamental notes and
most of the second partials of the lowest
notes of the instrument.
TB (6): This pattern presents a character
of longitudinal flexion, just like TB (5),
but in this case the soundboard andback
vibrate inphase, so the airvolumechanges
are smaller. Figure 5 shows that the
maximum amplitude happens at the
soundboard, around the sound hole.
Unlike mode TB (5), this mode presents a
notablemovementaround thebridge and
will therefore be easily excited by the
strings. Modes TB (5) and TB (6) form a

symmetrical-antisymmetrical pair, as do
TB (1) and TB (2). Both modesvibratewith
a longitudinal flexion characterwith two

antinodal zones in the lower and middle
zones of each component. The presence
of vibration all around the sound hole
indicates thatboth modeswillbe efficient
in sound radiation.
TB (7): In this mode the soundboard
remains motionless, just as did the back
in TB (4). Both TB (4) and TB (7) have a
transversal flexural character. Since this
mode appears only in the back without
coupling with the soundboard, acting on
the strings will not excite it and so it does
not contributeto the soundradiation and
quality of the guitar.
TB (8): This mode has a longitudinal
flexuralcharacter in the back, presenting
an antinodal region between the
transversebars. The soundboardremains
nearly motionless, except for a slight
vibrationin the lowerzone, notvisible in
the experimentalresults. Due to the slight

a. Calculated coupled vibration modes and natural frequencies of theresonance box
of the guitar with the ribs fixed. The amplitude values cannot be compared oneeach
other because they are independentlynormalized.

b. Modes of vibration and naturalfrequencies of the resonance box of the guitar with
the fixed ribs as obtained from experimental measurements analyzed by the Modal
Analysis technique.
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vibration of the lower part of the coupling. In this sensewe canconclude that: REFERENCES
soundboard, acting on the strings will - Taking theair into account is essential to [1] Elejabarrieta M.J., Ezcurra A.,
excite this mode although the strongest describe the vibrational modes of the Santamaria C, 2000, Evolution of the
vibration willoccur on the back. guitar box vibrational behavior of a guitar

- The soundboard - back couplingvia the soundboard along successive
CONCLUSIONS inside air is decisive for the two lowest construction phases by means of the
The Finite Element method has been modes modal analysis technique: J. Acoust.
applied to theresonancebox of a guitarwith - Modes presenting longitudinal flexural Soc. Amer., vol. 108, no. 1,p. 369-378.
the purpose of analyzing its vibrational character in both soundboard and back [2] Elejabarrieta M.J., Ezcurra A.,
behavior. The modelhas been progressively of the empty box are capable of coupling Santamaria C, 2001, Vibrational
developed, startingwith the soundboard and -Modes presenting transverse flexural behaviour of the guitar soundboard
back, then the assembled box and the inside character either in the soundboard or in analysed by theFinite Elementmethod:
air separately and finally the wholebox, that theback of the empty box produce non- Acustica - acta acustica, vol, 87, no. 1, p.
is, thewood structure and the air together. coupled modes, that is, only one 128-136.
In this way the mode evolution can be component vibrates [3] Elejabarrieta M.J., Ezcurra A.,
tracked, establishing the influence of each - The Helmholtz resonance participates Santamaria

C,

[in press], Air cavity
component onthefinal box. Comparing the whenever soundboard and back couple modesin theresonancebox of the guitar:
modal patterns and frequencies with the - The acoustical and the structural modes the effect of the sound holeby theFinite
Modal Analysis results corresponding to a couple when theirvibrational characters Elementmethod:J. Sound & Vibration,

real guitar box has proved the goodness of (longitudinal or transversal) coincide [4] Elejabarrieta M.J., Ezcurra A.,
the model.The newest feature of the work - The influenceof the insideair is decisive Santamaria C, [in press], Coupled
is the successful developmentof themodel for the natural frequencies of the lowest modesof the resonancebox of the guitar:
to calculate and analyze the box - air modes of the box submitted to J. Acoust. Soc. Amer.
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THICKNESS GRADUATION SYSTEMS OF VIOLIN FAMILY
INSTRUMENTS: PRELIMINARY STATISTICS AND CONCLUSIONS

"Itis in the adjustment andregulation of these thicknesses that the true talent of the
fiddle-maker asserts itself, or is conspicuous by its absence." EdHeron-Allen

ABSTRACT major influence on timbre, clarity, and DATA COMPILATION, PROCESSING,
Thickness data on 232 plates of violins, volume of an instrument's voice, and the AND ANALYSIS
violas, and cellos constructed by 44 literature of violin making contains many Graduation data (plus other descriptive
important makers have been systematically testaments to the importance of attaining data) were compiled from published
compiled using a geographic information optimum thickness graduations for a sources, museum files and collections, and
system. Descriptive statistics, plus analysis particular model, arching, and wood private collections. The database was
of contour mapsof plate thickness indicate quality. Little has been done with thickness constructed using ageographic information
that these instruments have highly variable measurementson classic instruments since system, which is a computer program
graduations (often with extremely thin the work of Antonio Bagatella [I], Cozio capable ofstoring, retrieving, analyzing, and
tops), and highly asymmetrical graduation diSalabue [2], Eugen Vitachek [3], and the displaying data distributed on an X-Y
patterns. Theseplates are quite unlikewhat Hills [4,5]. This paper gives preliminary coordinate system. Thickness data
is portrayed in modern violin making results of an on-going compilation and (generally maps showing point
books. statisticalevaluationof currently more than measurements within plate outlines) were

Contour maps are used to define a 15,700 graduation measurements of 232 digitally scanned and the images were
membrane-like uniform system, a bull's- plates representing six celli, 20 violas, and registered with regard to X-Y coordinates,

eye-like concentric system, and a backbone- 98 violins by 44 leading Italian, Austrian, Locations of point measurements on
like longitudinal system. Instrumentsmade German, French, Hungarian and American scanned images were screen digitized, and
in Cremona, Italy from 1604 to 1745 by makers who worked between 1564 and data values associated with point locations
the Amatis,

Guarneris,

Stradivari, and 1988. were typed into an associated database,

others display, with few exceptions,
uniformly graduated tops and
concentricallygraduated backs. In contrast, Table 1. Summarystatistics of thickness data for violin, viola, and cello.
the concentric system is used in both tops
and backs made in Brescia, Italy prior to

1623 by da Salo, Maggini, and others.

makers and the acoustics of the finest Totals 124 232 15744

instruments. Plate graduations can have a

Jeffrey S. Loen
18725 60thAve NE

Kenmore, WA 98028 USA
Email: viograds@aol.com
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INTRODUCTION Inst.:. Plates points per plate (mm)
-6"

back top min mean max minmean max

Thickness distributions of top and back Violin 98 183 12985 71 352.5 15.2 15.8 2.10 3.06 44.73 2.02 2.69 3.57
plates of violin family instruments have Viola 20 38 2183 59 423.0 18.8 19.1 2.10 2.90 3.80 2.10 3.30 4.80
important implications for understanding
both the working methods of the finest

Cello 6 11 574 51 731.5 27.6 26.2 2.74 4.72 7.82 2.73 3.71 4.95
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution for
thickness measurements of top (top) and
back (bottom) plates of 98 violins (1564-
-1988).
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Figure 2. Contour maps illustrating graduation systems, produced using GIS system
(natural neighbor interpolation; showing point thickness in mm; contour interval 0.25
mm). Sources of data: A,Library of Congress, Music Division;B, Strad magazine poster;
C, [ref. 9]. All data collectedusing hacklinger gauge. Top plates are indicatedby f-holes
andback plates are indicatedby button. Note: plates are shown at different scales.
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Three-dimensional surfaces were created
from point data using natural neighbor
interpolation followed by digital
contouring (0.25 mm contour interval).
Summarystatistics are show in Table 1,and
frequency distributionsfor violins are given
in Figure 1. A subjective visual examination
of contour maps was used to classify plates
into three graduation systems (fig. 2).

RESULTS
Graduation patterns of violin family
instruments in the database generally are
asymmetrical and the precision of the
graduation is less than might be expected
from the work of accomplished makers
according to modern violin making
standards. Consequently, many contour
maps show a scattering of thinner and
thicker areas roughly 20-40 mm or more in
diameter. Data for many classic violinplates
include very low thickness values (as low
as 1.2 mm), especially in marginal areas of
top plates. Sixty-six Italian violins show a

range of 1.20 to 4.50 mm (average 2.66 mm) zationsaboutplate thickness and graduation
for tops and 1.20to 6.50 mm (average3.09 systems of primary Italian makers, someof
mm) for backs. which are confirmed based on the present

Other findings are evidentbased on visual study, but many of which could not be
examinationof contour maps. For example, confirmed. For some reason there seems
certaincombinationsof systems in top and to be a history of authors presenting their
back plates seem to characterize various ownnotions of idealizedclassic graduation
makers and schools of making. The most patterns, rather than actual data.
common pair (72%) for pre-1762 Old The Hills [4] describe a gradual
Master makers is the uniform system for diminishing of top center thickness from
the topplate combinedwith the concentric da Salo to Maggini, to the Amatis, and
system for theback plate. The second most finally to Stradivari. This may correspond
commonpair (12%) is concentric system for to a change from a concentric system in da
top plate combined with concentric system Salo and Maggini's topplates to the uniform
for back plate. The concentric top/ system used by the Amatis and the later
concentric back combination is found in Cremonese makers, as documentedby the
most (66%) Brescian instruments, whereas present study. Uniform tops appear as early
uniform top/concentric back is common as 1628in instrumentsof Nicolo Amatiand
inmost (81%) Cremoneseinstruments. the Brothers Amati, based on the present

study. However, this conflicts with
DISCUSSION Bagatella [1] who, based on an examination

of instruments by the Brothers Amati,
GraduationSystems of Classic Makers postulated a concentric graduation system
The literature contains many generali- for both tops and backs. It is worth noting
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that Vitachek, who measured many
important instruments in Russian
collections between 1898 and 1926, was
unable to confirm Bagatella's ideas [3], and
Yankovskii [6] states that Bagatella
"ludicrously simplified the distributionof
thickness".

Statements by Cozio di Salabue [2] that
the Amatis adjusted their top thickness in
three sizes, the thickest of which was
presumably a concentric circle in the center

of the C-bouts, could not be confirmed.
Nine tops by Antonio, Hieronymus, and
Nicolo Amati are all classified in the
uniform system (although one top by
Andrea Amati in 1574 is concentric).
Salabue also remarks that Stradivari made
tops in "three thicknesses" (presumably
concentric system) during the 1600's, and
then changed to a uniform system in the
1700's. However this also could not be

verified because nine pre-1700 Stradivari
tops in the database are all classified in the
uniform system. Data on more plates by
these makers may help to resolve such
questions.

In some cases modern authors have
apparently presented theirownideas about
perfect graduation patterns as thatoffamous
makers. Certainly Sacconi's fig. 66 [7]
represents no single Stradivari violin. In
an example from a violin making book,
Doerr [8] presents a graduation contour
map of the "Kingjoseph" Guarneri delGesu
of 1737 in which the top is much thicker in
the center than is indicated by actual data
measured on the same violin [9]. Doerr
likely increased the original thicknesses to
fit his particular taste, since he states on the
map sheet that he used "license"in creating
his graduation drawing. Likewise, it is
unknown which "Guarneri"is portrayed as
being perfectly symmetrical and concentric
by Sandvik [10, fig. 56], because the map
bears littleresemblance to 27 Guarneri top
plates in the database. Other authors of
violinmaking books [1 1,12]depict idealized
graduation maps that are not attributedto a
particular classic maker, although these
maps imply that graduation patterns should
be symmetrical and even, which is unlike
old master plates in the database.

The Question of Modifications and
Regraduation
An important consideration is that the
shapes of plates havechanged because of the
passageof time and actions of individuals
who haveperformed repairs, regraduation,
and patching. It is likely that some plates
have been modified. However, thickness
distributions and graduation patterns of
threeviolins (2 Stradivaricopies, 1 Guarneri
copy) by French luthier J.B. Vuillaume, are
similar to those of many instruments by
Stradivari and Guarneri in the current
database. Vuillaume had access to many
original instruments in during the middle
1800's, and his impeccable copies may
provide "snapshots in time". However,
regardless of modifications, I propose that
from an acoustical and historical point of
view it is worth documenting plate
configurations of famous instruments that
have satisfied musical demands of the
world'sleadingplayers

CONCLUSIONS
The use of contour maps to evaluate top
and back plates of classic violin family
instruments leads to the tentative
conclusion thatmost Europeanoldmasters
carvedplates that were highly variable and
asymmetrical, which is quite unlike modern
violinmaking practice. Moreover,the gross
structure of plates, as reflected in the use of
uniform, concentric, and longicudinal
graduation systems, varies dependingon era
and locality. These conclusions are
preliminary and more data clearly are
needed. It is hoped that interested readers
will donate data and make instruments
availableformeasurement,whichwillallow
more comprehensive analyses to be
published later.
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ABSTRACT
We present a PC-based technique for
measuring important acoustical properties
of the violin.The technique canbeused with
standard low-cost equipment to make a

flexible toolfor violinmakers.The problem
of proper excitationby suitable transducers
is discussed. We demonstratehow the tool
can be used to estimatetheradiation power
and to detect theAl mode of the violin.

INTRODUCTION
The violinmaker would benefit from
performing some of the measurements that
can be found in the violin acoustics
literature. This requires inexpensive
instrumentationthat can be used to perform
measurements in the workshop. Many
violinmakers already have thebasis of this
instrumentation, which is a PC equipped
with a sound card and a "multimedia"
microphone. In this paper we demonstrate
how the softwareWinMLS® turns a PC into
a tool for measuring violinacoustics (a free
time-limited evaluation version can be
downloaded from www.winmls.com).
Using a PC-based tool the measurement is
performed fast and the stored data can be
analyzed and visualized in themost suitable
way.

MEASUREMENT SOFTWARE
The software WinMLS is designed for
general-purpose sound and vibration
measurements and therefore has a wide

range of applications. The software can
easily be customized for measurement of
the violin as all settings canbe saved in setup-
files. The data processing consists of the
standard fast Fourier transform (FFT),
including windowfunctions and different
types of frequency domainsmoothing. Time
domain and frequency domain may be
viewed simultaneously, so we may for
example change the windowing of the
impulse response and immediately see how
it affects the frequency response. The data
and theplots can be saved in several formats.
This and possibilities for measurement

calibrationmakes it easy to exchange, share
and compare results with other
violinmakers.The results can be displayed
and charted in all usualways, which is useful
for presentations and publications, e.g. all
figures in this article have been made by
WinMLS. There is cursor readout, several
zooming possibilities and no limitation in
the numberof curves that canbe plotted on
top of each other.

TRANSDUCERS
The usual way of finding the linear
properties of a system such as a violin is to
excite the system with a known or
measurable signal. The resulting vibration
or soundpressure level is thenmeasuredand
processed. Different types of excitation
signals maybe used as long as the excitation
signal contains enough power at all
frequencies that areof interest.Mechanical

transducers placed on the violin will
influence the measured frequencyresponse
of the instrument. In some cases software
may correct for this influence of the
transducer(s), but it is stillpreferred to use
transducer(s) that are not loadingthe violin.

Methods for exciting the violin
The most intuitive method of exciting the
violin is bowing the strings. We might then
determine the frequency response by
recording the chromatic scale played by a
violinist. A major problem here is to play
each tone at equal force and velocity, as the
violinist often tends to compensate weaker
tones. Also, only the response at thepartials
of the played tones will be determined.If
weplay a glissando at constant speed using
constant bow force on the G-string all
frequencies above 196 Hz are excited.
However, playing such a glissando is not
simple, which makes it hard to getreliable
results. It shouldbe noted that the mounting
of theviolin is also a veryimportant factor,
and small changes will affect the
measurements.

The traditionaltapping method seems to
be easier to control. A small hammeror the
finger can be used to tap the violin. The
resulting short pulse excitationwill in most
cases generate sufficient power over the
desired frequency range. Our experiments
also indicatethatnot evena hard hit causes
enough non-linearity to have a negative effect
on the measurement. Figure 1 indicates the
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Figure 1. Three measurements of a Stradivarius model violin tapped using thefingernail
at the G-string side of the bridge normal to the top plate. The response was measured
using a microphone ~7 cm in front of the right f-hole.

Table 1. Comparison of excitation signals.

Repeatability Price FrequencyrangeExcitationsignal

ZeroPlayed glissando
Finger tapping
Impulse Hammer
Magnet and coil

Fair > 196 Hz
Good Zero 200 - 3000 Hz

20 - 20000 HzVerygood
Verygood

High
Low 50 - 8000 Hz

typical reproducibility of a finger tapping bridge. This normalizationis notin all cases
measurement. Exciting with a hammer necessary, for example when detecting
mountedin a pendulum will give even better resonance frequencies, but it is needed in
reproducibility since the hammer hits in orderto find thecorrect level and also the
exactly the same position and in the same shape of the frequency response since the
direction. spectrum of the excitation signal is not

A loudspeaker can also be used to excite constant. An impulse hammer, which has a
the violin. However, this excitation is not smallbuilt-in transducer for measuring the
suitable for sound pressure measurements force, may be used [I], but this is a rather
as the loudspeaker also radiates directly to expensive transducer.
the microphone and it is difficult to get a From numerous experiments we have
sufficient cancellation of the direct sound. found that the simplest (and cheapest)
None of the excitationmethods discussed excitationfor high quality measurements is
above normalize the force applied to the to attach a smallmagnetwith wax to the G-

string side of the bridge and excite it using a
coil. The output signal from the sound card
is fed to thecoil via an amplifier (e.g. a HiFi
amplifier). This "exciter" is calibrated, i.e.
thefrequency response is normalizedto an
constant force. A so-called MLS is used as
excitation signal because of its robustness
to background noise. A comparison of this
"coil-magnet" MLS-methodand the impulse
hammer method showed good agreement
[2]. Table 1 summarizes this discussion.

Measuring vibration and sound
pressure
Vibration can be measured either as
displacement, velocity or acceleration.
Using integration/differentiation any of
these quantities can be found from the other.
Note that displacement decays 40 dB per
decade and velocity 20 dB per decade
compared to acceleration, therefore
transducersmeasuring displacement usually
donot give sufficient noiseimmunity at high
frequencies. A mechanical transducer has
to be attached onto the violin body, while
an optical transducerhas the advantage that
it is not in contact and thus will not add
extraweight to theviolin. We have not yet
found a low-costoptical transducerthatwe
are satisfied with, but it is probably only a
matterof timebefore it will be available. As
for sound pressure measurement, even
inexpensivemicrophones are acceptable.

APPLICATION 1: ESTIMATION OF
NORMALIZED RADIATION POWER
For all measurements mentioned in the
application examples, the violin was
mountedwithpieces of rubber at thebottom
part of the body and the upper part at the
neck. The magnet-coil system described
earlier in this paper was used to excite the
violin on the G-string side of the bridge.

If we normalize the measured radiation
power with respect to the excitation force
squared we find the acousticradiation for a
given force input. The normalizedradiation
power is therefore an important parameter
for characterizing a violin.For thereference
normalizedradiation power measurement,
the violin radiation was measured at a
distanceof 1.05 meters and a resolution of
22.5 degrees over a sphere in an anechoic
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chamber. Using this method we computed
the normalizedradiated power [3]. We
thereafter investigated if the normalized
radiation power could be estimated with
fewer measurements and without using an
anechoic chamber. We first measured the
input mobility at the bridge. The real part
of the input mobility, Re[Y], is proportional
to thepower transferred from thebridge into
the violin. However, due to mechanical
losses in the violinand violinmounting, only
a part of the input power will be radiated.
In figure 2 and figure 3 examples comparing
two violins are shown.

Figure 2. Normalizedradiation power (thick curve) andreal part of input admittance
(thin curve) for a conventionallybuilt violin (Thibout, 1843) .

Frequency [Hz]

Usually the literature on violin acoustics
[1] presents the magnitude of the mobility,
AbsjY], and not the real part, Re[Y], as we
use here. By comparison, we found that
Re[Y] gives a betterestimate of theradiated
power than AbsfY]. However, Re[Y] may
be moredifficult to compute since itdepends
strongly on the accuracy of the phase. We
solved this by performing a reference
calibration measurement of the "coil-
magnet" system using a B&K force
transducer. The Thibout violin shown in
Figure 2 has a wolf tone at C (525.6 Hz). The
peak of Re[Y] was found exactly at this
frequency. At the wolf tone, the mobility of
the bridge is so large that the bridge simply
moves too much for the string to maintaina
standing wave.

Figure 3. Normalizedradiation power (thick curve) and real part of inputadmittance
(thin curve) for a unconventionally built violin (Hagetro, 1996).

Frequency [Hz]

Abovewe have used Re[Y] to estimate the
radiatedpower. But Re[Y] will not give an
accurate estimate since the internal
mechanical losses cannot be found. Also,
devices for measuringvelocity at thebridge
may be costly and not so easily available as
microphones. We therefore investigated if
simplified near-fieldmeasurements of sound
pressure could be used to give an estimate
of the radiated power. Such measurements

can be donewith a single microphone. Near
the violin the direct sound is dominantand
the influence from the room can be
neglected. 16 nearfield measurementswere
performed and averaged. The measurement

positions were equally spaced with a
resolutionof 22.5 degreesarounda circle 15
cm from the center of the violin. The thick
curve in Figure 4 represents the reference
normalizedradiation power measurement.

The thin lower curve, representing the

Figure 4. Normalized radiation power and averaged near field measurements on a
Stradivarius copy. Thick curve — reference radiation power measurement. Lower thin
curve - average over 16 microphone positions. Upper thin curve - average over 4
microohoneoositions.

200 400 600 800 1 000 1 200 1 400 1 600 1 800 2 000 2 200 2 400 2 600 2 800 3 000
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Figure 5. Measurementson a Stradivarius copy. Thickest curve — microphone placed
inside violin andbody slightly damped. Thick curve — microphone placed outside violin
and no damping of the body. Thincurve — microphone placed inside violin and no
damping of thebody.

Frequency [Hz]

average of all 16 near field measurements, APPLICATION 2: DETECTING THE Al
shows a goodagreementwith the reference MODE
normalizedradiation power curve below 3 There exist several methods for detecting
kHz. The thin upper curve, representing an violin modes as described in the literature
averageof only 4 measurements, also shows [4]. We will show an example of detecting
a good agreement. Note that the absolute theAl mode using our tool.The excitation
levels of the estimation measurements are and violin mounting were as described
not correct, butshifted to simplifythe visual above.We determinedtheAl resonanceby
comparison. The near field measurements measuring the sound pressure inside the
are performed along a circle, while the far violin and a low-cost microphone small
field measurements are performed over an enough to slip through thef-holes was used
entire sphere. Using only the measurement for this purpose.
at a circle in the far field for comparison Figure 5 shows measurementresults for
gives very similar results. The radiated the microphone inside (placedin the middle
power may be measured accurately by of the lower circle) and outside (placed 1
measuring and integrating the outgoing cm from left f-hole) the violin. We found
intensityvector in the near field around the that the detectionwas improvedif the nearby
violin, but even the integrated pressure, resonances were damped e.g. by holding the
which is measured in this study, gives, as is thumbnear the leftbridge footand the other
shown experimentally, an estimate of fingers at thebackplate. The thickest curve,
radiated power. (Radiated power is representing the inside-microphone with the
proportional with sound pressure squared damping applied, shows a peak at 455 Hz,
at distances to the violin larger than the which is theAl resonance. The thick curve
linear dimensions.)

represents the microphone placed just
outside the right f-hole and with no damping
applied. The thin curve, representing the
inside-microphonewith no damping applied
has a weakindication of the samepeak, but
other modesnearby makes the 455 Hz peak
less obvious. Note that the damping may
shift the resonance frequency somewhat.

CONCLUSIONS
A low-cost toolbased on a PC and standard
instrumentation has been presented for
performing vibrational and acoustical
measurements on violins in a workshop.
Modes can be detected and measuring the
real part of input mobility or averaging of
near-field measurements seems to provide
estimates of the normalized radiation
power. Further work will be to optimize
the near-field method and to verify the
results using moremeasurement objects.
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Impact of String Stiffness on Digital Waveguide Models of
Bowed Strings

Stefania Setafin, Julius O. Smith 111
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ABSTRACT string instruments needs to take into structure of this basic model is shown in
We propose a digital waveguide model of a account the stiffness of strings. figure 1.
bowed string instrument that accounts for The bow excites the string in a single
string stiffness. We showhow dispersion A WAVEGUIDE MODEL OF A BOWED point, from which torsionaland transversal
due to string stiffness can be accurately STRING waves propagate toward the nut and the
modeledand howit improves the quality We developeda digital waveguide model of bridge respectively. They arereflected at the
of the synthesis. a bowedstring as and extensionof the model extremities, where lowpass filters model

proposed in [9]. Transversal and torsional losses at thebridge and at the nut for both
INTRODUCTION waves propagationin the strings is modeled transversal and torsionalwaves.
Physical models of musical instruments using fractional delay lines,and losses at the Then the waves are reflected and meet

have achieved a level of understanding that bridge and along the fingerboard are again at the bow point, where solving the
allows to implement in real time most of modeled using lowpass filters. coupling between the bow and the string
the phenomena that appear in real instru- The friction curve representing the bow- creates the newwaves thatpropagatetoward
ments. Bowedstring instruments have been string interaction is modeled using a theextremities.
also deeplystudied starting from the results decaying hyperbola. This enables to solve As described in [7], when a proper
obtained twenty years ago by Mclntyre, analytically in real-time the coupling combination of the parameters that drive
Schumacher and Woodhouse in [4]. between the bow and the string, and at the the bow, i.e. the bow force, bow velocity

In this paper we propose an approach to same timeto obtain the samewaveforms as and bow position is chosen, this model
model stiffness in virtual bowed string the one measured in real instruments, as allows to obtain the Helmholtz motion,
instruments. As described in [I], stiffness shown in [7]. Recent results in [8] show which is thewell-known motion of a bowed
rounds the sharp corners that are a that a more complex behavior happens at string that every player tries to achieve,

characteristic of the ideal Helmholtz the bowpoint, but we choose to keep the
motion. This significantly affects the bow-string interaction of this form in order IMPROVING THE MODEL
qualityof the sound synthesis. We therefore to have a simulation that runs in real time The modeldescribedin theprevious section
believe than an accurate model of a bowed also in a personal computer. The overall can be improved in order to account for

Figure 1. Block diagram structure of a simplified physical model of a bowed string.

BRIDGE ■ IM STUBJG
HL3TER ! i (bridge sidte)

Stanford, CA
serafin@ccrma.stanford.edu, jos@ccrma.stanford.edu
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otherphenomena thatappear inreal strings, where c ~{T /Pj)

1/2

is the velocity of for #=1,2... where B — (it / KE) 2 denotes
One of these improvements consists of transversal waves in case of no stiffness, the inharmonicity factor of the string and
accounting for string stiffness. Usually in pL

~ mI E, and k—(T / EI)

X/2

represents (O
c —%c/ E is the fundamental frequency

instruments like the violin the role of the effect of stiffness, Eis the Young in case of no stiffness.
stiffness is almost neglectable, so the modulus, I the inertia. Partial solutions of Therelationship in equation4 states that
corresponding models do not account for this equation are plane waves of the form the modes of transversal vibration are not
it. Howeverwe noticed that accounting for , . = j(lot+kx)
stiffness improves the qualityof themodel,
especially in instruments like the cello with in case the dispersionrelation
a higherstiffness coefficient, as wewill show >

below. a> =cfkyll +(rtfK)

r

-,

in harmonic frequency ratio, but are shifted
upwards. An exampleof this phenomenon

is satisfied, where 0) is the angular sidefed - Note how' according to equation
MODELING THE STIFFNESS OF THE freauencv t^ie shift increases at higher frequencies.
STRING Since the string is attached at both ends,
Let's first consider a lossless stiff string of whkh ig way£chafactef? can take only DES|GN |NG ALLPASS FILTERS FORlengthL, mass m submitted to a strength T. discret£ valu£S k = nJt /L, so the DISPERSION SIMULATIONThe transverse displacement of the string frequency of the ave vlbratlons is In order tQ account for Aspersion in theis given by (see [s]): discretizedas ([2]): digitalwaveguidemodel of a bowed string,

we choose a numerical filter made of a delay
ltl line (f~ to, and a »-order stable all-pass filter

[1]c2 dt2 ~~ 8x2 x2 dx4

Figure 2. Shift of partials for a string with

Horizontalaxis: partialnumber, Vertical axis: frequency (Hz).

Figure 3. Frequency error(in cent) after the allpass filter approximation,
for a cello D string, withB = 4e — 4 Nm2.

Figure 4. Block diagram of a digital waveguide model of a bowed string including the allpass filters for stiffness simulation.

BKIDOE -4— STRINO

is shown in figure 2, where a string with
fundamental frequency^ =147 Hz and

L-l inharmonicityfactorB - 4e - 4 Nm2 is con-

1 82y(x,t) _ d2 y(x,t) 1 84y(x,t)
mn -na)c J\+Bn2

/0
=147 Hz, B =4e-4Nm2
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Figure 5. String velocity at thebridge in the case of a perfectflexible Figure 6. String velocity at the bridge in the case of a stiff string.
string. Horizontal axis: timein samples, verticalaxis: amplitude. Horizontalaxis: timein samples, vertical axis: amplitude.

Figure 7. String velocity at thebridge after , Txr

/i~\\ ■

*.
■ j c

>_ ■

i i " r a \

■

-\b ... {vV^yLi) is zero outside the frequency string loop as shown in figure 4. The bridge
a steady-state motion is achieved.
Top: stiff string, bottom: flexible string.

Jffi A, #1 #1 fl M M Jl
/// / / ! / i y

% if if f* \p

$

y i

and % and n are appropriatelychosen.

r/-. ,-, n. _ . , filters for losses and then by the dispersionrange, i.e. LJ„, L2ir )" rrom an acoustical ... r . -.. .
L e JVJ filters first filter the transversal waves

point of view, it is important to have a propagating toward the bridge. Note hoW;
frequency weighting that approximates the sinc£ the string is a Hnear syst£m? inverting
way the auditory system perceives the thg thr££ blocks

coff

e

S

ponding to the
difference between original and simulated pfopagation of the wavesin the bridge side
phase dispersion. of th£ string

wQuld

nQt chang£ the f£Sults
In order to restrict the approximationto Q£ tbe s imu]auon

the first few thousand hertz, Rocchesso and
Scalcon in [6] propose to use frequency , ,„..,. ......

/m m

t ■

i Influence of Stiffness in Virtual Bowed
warping ([10]). In our implementation,we c*r -nrf
choose a weighting function that stresses the wr ,-

"

,

-,

, ,° ° . We run our digital waveguidemodel usingaccuracy at lowfrequencies. „, n

t-> "

i c

■ t

1 * the same cello V strings as

before,

with

SIMULATION RESULTS bending stiffness B =4,-4N^. The string,
starting from rest, is excited by a constant

We consider a celloD string (147 Hz), with , ,

■

_n nc / i_ r cfe v y' bow velocity v — 0.05 a bow force ofstiffness coefficient B=4e — 4 Nmr, which x A0 AT , , .' /, — 0.2 Af and a normalized bow positionis a value suggestedin [11]. Figure 3 shows cr\

t

1 n i i -i i-ibb . of (J. 1,where 0 represents thebridgewhilethe results obtained approximating the * , -,-,. c , ,rr ° rpnrpspnt-c:

tnp

nut Himifp S shriwe thp- - -

' LIIC

IC6UILS UULaiIICU HUUlUAllllilLilly LIIC -i i T^' r 1 1As proposed in [3], we want to minimize , „ ■ ■ *K :,u a 1 represents the nut. Figure 5 shows ther r LJ ' phase dispersion using three sixth order , r , . . , . , ,
the 00-norm of a particular frequency *V rIU ;

axt*

v, .u reSult of thlS slmulatlon where the stnngr "i

/

allpassfilters in cascade.Note howtheerror ,

■

L
, , . , , r ,

weightingof the errorbetweenthe internal "f , , , " +
, . velocity at the bridge in the case of the

& & is below two cents in the frequency range a , . , , j r 1lonr. nVi^sp its annmYimaHnti h^r thp flexible string has been captured for aboutloop phase and its approximation by the m 4200 Hz], which means that the on c , /„.
filter cascade- ... 21) periods from the attack. Figure 6 showsapproximation is correct for the first 28

"

,

■

. , , ,rr . . the simulation with the sameparametersbut
SD = min || WD(Q)[q)d(Q)-(^ D(Q.)+tQ)]\\ lxi " °" in the case of the stiff string. Noticehow a

regular Helmholtz motion is achieved
where <pD(Q) w is the phase of, H(ejTi) and APPLICATION TO THE BOWED STRING earlier in the case of the flexible string.

MODEL The visible difference on the attack
WD(Q) is the frequency weighting We inserted the estimated filters in the waveform is significantly audible.

H(q)=q"P(q-yP(q)
where

P(q)=p0 +...+p n.I q*-I +q\
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nformation Please: Foam for Composite Soundboards

I was inspired by Charles Besnainou's recent note regarding use of composite materials in musical instruments (reference to CASJ vol. 4,
November2000,p. 9) to begin exploring thepossibility of making a composite soundboardfor a harpsichord. I have now read most of the
referencesfrom that article (the Douau thesis is apparently not available to thegeneralpublic) andI have been able to locate sourcesfor
most of the supplies and equipment mentioned in the article. However, I am having troublefinding a sourcefor suitablefoam core
material.A large number of differentfoam compositionscome up on a web search, and most of them appear not to be readily available
as thin sheets. More detailed information, from Charles orfrom other readers, regarding suitablefoam compositions would be very
helpful, even if only as key wordsfor a morefocused search. —James Bunch, Los Alamos, N.M.

Charles Besnainou replies:
I have already tested many differentfoams (availablein 1, 2, 3 mm thickness) such as: DIVIYICELL: info@diabgroup.com,
HEREX/KAPEX/AIREX: www.alusuisse.com,andROHACELL: www.roehm.com.

Joseph Curtin replies:
I've workedwith Charles Besnainou developing violins and violas using composite materials.Though I have little advice
about specific foams, other than trying the ones he suggests you might also try such low-density woods as Balsa. Though of
course this brings in some of the unpredictability of wood, supply seems plentiful and in a considerable range of densities.
From my limitedexperience, theacousticalproperties seem good. It can be laminated in a wholevariety of configurations to
form very light and stableplywoods that are then reinforcedwith graphite.
As a way of getting started with Charles, I gavehim a3" by 8" strip of good spruce and good maple and askedhim to make up
similarly dimensionedsamples using graphite in combinationwith various types of foam. Tappingeach with a knuckle was a
good way of comparing, as a first rough estimate, theiracousticalproperties. I chose the combination that came closest to the
wood I liked, and proceededfrom there. Best of luck!

Editor's note:

You might also check suppliers for making lightweight aircraft. Composite materialshave been used for aircraft for many
years, and the materials are all available for homeuse. An excellent source is Aircraft Spruce & Specialty Company, 1-877-4-
SPRUCE, International: +909-372-9555, www.aircraft-spruce.com. Their 600-page catalog (free in USA;

$8

Canada; $15
international) is a treasure trove of sitka spruce, balsa wood, carbon graphite, epoxies, vacuum bagging supplies, vacuum
pumps, books on composite sandwich construction methods, and even a composite materialspractice kit. They sell several
types of foam including divinycell and Last-a-foam (although the thinnest sheets listed are 5 mm). They also teach 2-day
workshops in composite construction (www.sportair.com). Seems like compositeharpsichord & fiddle makers could learn a
lot from these folks!
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The Dance Master's Kit
(La Pochette du Maitre a Danser)

by Claude Lebet

Jeff Loen

This lovely, well-crafted book on the
smallest (length, 32-55 cm) of bowed
instruments, known as "kits" or
"pochettes",removes much of the mystery
from instruments wrongly considered by
some to be mere curios, toys, or child-size
violins. Claude Lebet shows us what
museum curators have long known, that
kits are masterpieces of lutherie, as well as
being intriguing acoustical paradoxes that
have some interesting implications for
instrument scaling theory and the New
ViolinFamily.

During the 17th and 18th centuries,
wealthy patrons commissioned kits from
leading violin makers for use by the most
esteemed dance instructors, often for royal
dance ensembles. Many of the instruments
are highly ornamental,but Lebet points out
that kits are more than just ornaments.
Basically they wereworking tools, with the
advantage that they easily slipped into the
large pockets of the bulky coats of the
Baroque era.

Kits are a direct descendentof the ancient
rebec. They evolved into two main types,
boat-shaped and violin-shaped kits. Most
boat-shaped kits were carved from a single
piece of hardwood (often flamed maple),
and then a spruce or cypress top and
Baroque-style fingerboard was added.Many
kits of both types sport carvedheads instead
of scrolls, although scrolls and shield designs
are common. In contrast, most violin
shaped kits were apparently made the same
way small violins were made (often using
an interior mold, with corner and end
blocks), except that exceptionally long

necks were installed. Highly ornamented
kits were made from exotic woods (ebony,
walnut) and precious materials (ivory,
tortoiseshell, gold, silver,mother-of-pearl).
Photographs and diagrams arepresentedfor
the "Clapisson" kit (1717), one of several
kits made by Antonio Stradivari, which
appears something like a violin viewed in a
thin-man mirror at an amusement park. In
addition to kits, the bookprovides photos
and descriptions of rare surviving bows (by
Tubbs, Dodd, and others), made in the
Baroque style out of snakewood, teak, or
pernambuco, with ivory, boxwood, or
ebony frogs. In a chapter devoted to the
interesting storyof 19th Century forgeries
made at a time when kits were in great
demand, the author names specific kits in
famous museums that he believes are, in
fact, fakes.

The strongestaspects of thebook are the
historical treatment, particularly of the
changing role of dance (and consequently,
kits) in European culture during the
Renaissance and Baroque eras, and the
outstanding illustrations that include many
interesting paintings and drawings from the
17th and 18th Centuries. Something
conspicuously lacking in the book,
however, is a discussion of acoustical
attributes of kits. The author doubts that
kits were tuned an octave above theviolin
(as hadbeen suggested by other authorities),
like the treble violin in the New Violin
Family. It is doubtful that kits were tuned
this waybecause they are invariablystrung
with four gut strings, the highest of which
couldnot attain thepitch of a high E (1320

Hz) withoutbreaking. Mostkits have string
lengths of 22-27 cm (similar to 1/4 to 1/2
size violins), although Stradivari's 1717 kit
has a string length of about 33 cm, which
suggests that it could have been tuned as a
full-size violin. Some acoustical
compromiseswere obviously madein favor
of portability, although it seems possible
thatkits sound better thanone might expect
for instruments with rather short string
length and small air volume. For one thing,
it is implied throughout thebook (especially
in contemporary illustrations) that kits
projected well enough to play them in
groups of people, outdoors, and in noisy
surroundings. Furthermore, kits were
played mostly by accomplishedprofessional
musicians who presumably distained a
shrill, weak tone.

Makers interested in building kits will
find photographs of dozensofkits of a wide
range of design and quality (plus a few
interior views), basic dimensions, scale
drawings of four different models, a sketch
of an assortmentof bridges, and a drawing
of bass bar and soundpost locations. A
comprehensive list of hundreds of kits in
museum collections throughout the world
is included, as wellas a good bibliography.

PUBLICATION INFORMATION
Claude Lebet, The Dance Master's Kit (Ea

Pochette du Maitre a Danser). 1999, La
Chaux-de-Fonds/Roma, 98 p., 124illu-
strations (text in French and English),
printed in Switzerland, series of 500
signed copies.
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ACOUSTICAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Eiichi Obataya, Yoshitaka Ohno, MisatoNorimoto, andBunichiro

Tomita, 2001, Effects of oriental lacquer (urushi) coating on the
vibrational properties of wood used for the soundboards of
musical instruments: vol. 22, no. 1, p. 27-34.

Katsuya Yamauchi, YasunaoKai, and Shin-ichiro Iwamiya, 2001,
The effects of materialsof a flute's crown and a cello's endpin
on the timbreof musical instruments: vol. 22, no. 1, p. 47-48.

Takafumi Hikichi and Naotoshi Osaka, 2001, Sound timbre
interpolation based on physical modeling: vol. 22, no. 2, p. 101-
-111.

AMERICAN LUTHERIE
Scottvan Linge, 2001 , A bridge for the 21st Century: no. 66, Summer,

2001, p. 16-19.
Paul Schuback, 2001, An Americanin Mirecourt, Part Two: Violin

making as learnedfrom Rene Morizot:no. 65, Spring 2001, p. 10-
-21.

JeffreyElliott, Greg Byers, Eugene Clark, Gary Southwell, 2001,
The classic guitar: Four perspectives: no. 64, Winter, 2000, p. 6-
-19.

Craig Pierpont, 2000, Clark Irish harp revisited: no. 64, Winter,
2000, p. 38-43.

R.M. Mottola, 2000, The bassola:Approximating the sound of the
upright bass: no. 64, Winter 2000, p. 44-49.

Paul Schuback, 2000, An American in Mirecourt, Violinmaking as
learned from Rene Morizot: no. 63, Fall 2000, p. 20-33

JohnMonteleone, 2000, Designing the archtop guitar for sound: no.
62, Summer 2000, p. 6-17

Dana Bourgeois, 2000, Still voicing, Still dreaming: no. 61, Spring
2000, p. 28-33.

David Riggs, 2000, Clark"Neo-Irish"harp: no. 61 , Spring 2000, p. 34-
-37.

JOURNAL OF THE ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
Lily M. Wang and Courtney B. Burroughs, 2001, Acoustic radiation

from bowedviolins: vol. 110, no. 1, p. 543-555.

INSTRUMENTENBAU-ZEITSCHRIFT
GottfriedLehmann andMatthiasLehmann, 2001,Experiences and

observationson the effectiveness of a procedure for vibration
treatment of string instruments: July/August 2001.

MICHIGAN VIOLINMAKERS ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
Lothar Tews, WholeInstrumentSpectral Plot Testingand Analysis:

vol. 44 (Annual Journal Issue),July 2001, p. 27-39.

THE STRAD
Roman Martinez Gayol, 2001, The ageing process: A method for

improving the acoustics of newwood:vol. 112, no. 1335, July
2001,p. 754-761.

JamesBeament, Dennis Unwin, and Maureen Morrison, 2001, Hole
new"sound:A technique fromFinland has dramatically opened
up the possibilities for young violists: vol. 112, no. 1334, June
2001, p. 654-657.

Joseph Curtin, 2001, Sounding out the establishment: Martin
Schleske's tonalcopies: vol. 112, no. 1333, May 2001, p. 542-549.

STRINGS
Richard Ward, 2001, Find your sound: Player's guide to 30 string

brands: vol. XVI, no. 1, Issue 95, July 2001, p. 37-42.

VIOLIN SOCIETY OF AMERICA JOURNAL
B.J. Buchater andJoseph Regh, 2001, SpectraFoo: A new tool for

acoustical analysis: vol.XVII, no. 2, p. 107-122.

VIOLIN MAKERS ASSOCIATION OF ARIZONA
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
Jeff Loen, 2001, Removing the mystery from violin graduations-A

progressreport on the "viogradsproject": vol. 43, no. 4, April
2001, p. 6-10.

Elon S. Howe, 2001, Data on the tap tones and density of wood: vol.
43 no. 3, March 2001, p. 6-11.
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by Kelvin W. M. Scott
email: kelvins@umich.edu

web site: www.ksviolins.com

Note: The following list of web links, compiled by Kelvin Scott, isfor our member'sgeneral information. Please note that the CatgutAcoustical
Society does not necessarily endorse the concepts andproducts mentioned on thesepages. Also, it is likely that some internet addresses will change
and some links may cease to function because the internet is a dynamic, evolving medium. We hope to place a permanent links page on the
Catgut Acoustical Society webpage (www.marymt.edu j' ~cas). Please look therefor additional information and a more current list of links. —
Editor

ACOUSTICS:
http://www-ccrma.stanford.edu/marl/CASL/CASLhome.html The Catgut Acoustical Society Library. A site providing an extensive

collection of resources relating to the study of the acoustics of stringed instruments.
http://www-ccrma.stanford.edu/marl/ The homepageof The Musical AcousticsResearchLibrary (MARL), a collectionof independent

archives and libraries in the field of musical acoustics research.
http://www.marymt.edu/~cas/research/articles/modetune/ "ModeTuning for the Violin Maker"by CarleenM. Hutchins and Duane

Voskuil.
http://www-ccrma.stanford.edu/links/Aninteresting list of links on musicalacoustics, assembledby the Center for Computer Research

in Music and Acoustics at Stanford University.
http://www.asa.aip.org The home page of theAmericanAcoustical Society.

THE FOLLOWING THREE PAGES ON VIOLIN ACOUSTICS ARE PROVIDED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES
DEPARTMENT OF MUSICAL ACOUSTICS:
http://www.phys.nsw.edu.au/~jw/violintro.htmlAn introduction to general violin acoustics.
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/~jw/chladni.htmlAn explanation of modes of vibration in free violin plates.
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/~jw/Helmholtz.htmlA general description of the principle of HelmholtzResonance.

SOFTWARE FOR ACOUSTICAL STUDIES:

ear training, signal generators and sound editors; mainly shareware and freeware. A great place to start.

SignalAnalysis Toolsfor the PC
http: / /www.cetaceanresearch.com/analysis.htmlA site providing demos of SpectraPlus by Cetacean Research.
http:/ /www.syntrillium.com/cooledit / A site providing demosof Cooleditby Syntrillium Software.

SignalAnalysis Toolsfor the Macintosh
http://www.mhlabs.com/products/spectrafoo.html A siteproviding demos and of Spectrafoo by Metric Halo.
http://www.channld.com/software.html A site providing demos of Mac the Scope 4.0 by ChannelD Corporation.

MUSEUM & LIBRARY COLLECTIONS
http://www.music.ed.ac.uk/euchmi/cimcim/id/index.html A web site providing an international directory of museum collections of

musical instruments.
http://www.usd.edu/smm/ Shrine to Music Museum in Vermillion, South Dakota. A marvelous collection of stringed instruments

including many Cremonese masterworks. This websiteincludes a comprehensive index of all instrument in the collection.
http://www.loc.gov/rr/perform/guide/instru.html Home page for thecollections of musical instruments at the Library of Congress

Museum. The museum's "Cremonese Collection" includes five instruments byAntonio Stradivari.

http: / /www.ciarm.ing.unibo.it/ The home page for the Interuniversity Center of Acoustics and Musical Research.

GeneralSoftware
http:/ /www.hitsquad.com/smm/ General sound programs for Mac and PC, including spectrum analyzers, oscilloscopes, metronomes,
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Interesting Web Pages

http: / /www.vam.ac.uk/ The musicalinstrument collectionof the Victoria& AlbertMuseum includes a range of stringed instruments,
including one Stradivari.

http://www.si.edu/resource/faq/nmah/stradv.htm Smithsonian Museum. This collectionincludes the 1701 "Servais"and the Herbert R.
Axelrod Stradivarius Quartet of ornamentedinstruments.

http://www.orpheon.org/ The Vazquez Collection of Historical String Instruments.
http: / /www.metmuseum.org/collections/department.asp?dep= lB The musical instrument collection of theMetropolitan Museum of

Art, includingoneStradivari.
http://www.oberlin.edu/library/colldev/SCP/goodkind.htmlHome page for The HerbertK. Goodkind Collectionat Oberlin College

Library, containingan excellentcollection of books relating to theviolin familyof instruments.

VIOLIN FAMILY DISCUSSION BOARDS
http://presto.maestronet.com/discussion/discuss frame.cfm Maestronet's Discussion Boards. Maestronet offers web surfers four

specialized bulletinboards, providing a lively environmentinwhich to discuss violinmaking, violinperformance, violin politics, and
much more.

http://www.pa-roots.com/cgi-bin/message/sheila.cgi? Sheila's Violin Corner 88. A friendly place to share ideas on a wide range of
educationaltopics relating to theviolin family.

http://www.stringsmagazine.com/übbcgi/forumdisplay.cgiPaction—topics&number—l&SUßMlT=Go Strings Talk BB A general
discussion groupin which a wide variety of topics regarding violin family are explored.

http: / /www.forumboard.net/ 1761 / The Soundpost Online. A discussion forum devoted to the examinationof topicsrelating to violin
making, restoration,repair, and appraisal.

MISCELLANY ON THE VIOLIN AND VIOLIN MAKING
http://www.graffiti.it/stradivari/photostory/welcome.htmlA step-by-step photo story documenting the making of a violin.
http://www.moesandmoes.com/docs/strings.html How to Look For & Evaluate The Work of Today's InstrumentMakers
http://hometown.aol.com/viograds/index.htmAn interesting collection of contour maps depicting graduation patterns of classical

instruments
http://www.nelson.planet.org.nz/~matthew/cbt.html A page containing general history and knowledge on theviolin family.
http://www.tarisio.com/ This web site for Tarisio auctionsand the archive ofinstrumentphotographs it contains is a valuable resource

for thoseinterestedin viewinghigh-resolutionimages of fine violins.
http://www.vsa.to/information/journal/hargrave.htmAn articleon classicalCremonese edgework by Roger Hargrave.
http://www.msen.com/~violins/news.html A collection of interesting articles by luthier Joseph Curtin, touching upon a range of

subjects from experimentalviolinmaking, to violin setup, to violin acoustics.

THE FOLLOWING FIVE LINKS ARE SAMPLE ARTICLES FROM THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION OF VIOLIN

http://www.scavm.com/Woods.htm Wood Testing by Charles Woods
http://www.scavm.com/norman.htm Presentation on How the Bow Produces Sound from a String, a summary of a presentation by

Norman C. Pickering.
http://www.scavm.com/Lively.htmlAsymmetrical Graduation and Tuning of Violin Plates by J. G. Lively.
http://silvertone.princeton.edu/~dan/rtv/ "Reinventing the Violin," An online dissertation of DanielLaurence Trueman of Princeton

University.
http://www.isas-dortmund.de/wgroups/ag 312/ag3l2 vb.html Information on scientific analysisof Cremonese varnishes using X-ray

fluorescence provided by the Institute of Spectrochemistryand Applied Spectroscopy.
http://www.medimaging.com/uncon/uncon.html Information on the use of CT scanning technology for the sake of creating non-

invasive images of instruments.
http: / /www.music.ed.ac.uk/euchmi/cimcim/iwd.html#iwdc A list of 664 technicaldrawings of musical instruments, including a number

of stringed instruments.

http: / /www.ashmol.ox.ac.uk/ Ashmolean Museum. Home to the Hill Collection and Stradivari's "Messiah."

http://www.mimf.com/cgi-bin/WebX Musical Instrument Makers Forum. A discussion group covering lutherie in general.
http: //www.cello.org/bulletinfooter.htm Internet Cello Society 88. A bulletin board devotedto the Cello.

MAKERS BULLETIN
http://www.scavm.com/Fulton.htm TwoArticles on Finishing Instruments by Bill Fulton.
ttp: / /www.scavm.com/Baroque.htm BetweenBaroque and Now, by John V Speak.
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Interesting Web Pages

GENERAL ORGANIZATIONS OF INTEREST TO MAKERS AND PLAYERS
Internet-basedOrganisations
http: / /wwwmaestronet.com A commercialsite offering a range of resources for players and makers, including price histories, registry
of missing instruments, sheet music and more.
http://www.bright.net/~hhelser/ Shiela's Violin Corner. A friendly site full of information on playing and appreciating stringed
instruments.
http://www.das-streichinstrument.de/links/ "Das Striecheninstrument," a site containing links to numerous on-line articles regarding
theviolin family.

http: //www.cello.org/index.htm Internet Cello Society

http:/ /www.afvbm.com/ American Federation of Violin and Bow Makers.
http://www.music.ed.ac.uk/euchmi/galpin/ Galpin Society.
http: //www.americanviolasociety.org/American ViolaSociety.
http: / /www.lutesoc.co.uk/ The Lute Society.
http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~lsa/ The Lute Society of America.
http://www.hfaa.org/ Hardanger FiddleAssociation of America.
http: //www.vdgs.demon.co.uk/ Viola da Gamba Society (UnitedKingdom).
http: / /www.vdgsa.org Viola da Gamba Society of America.
http:/ /www.amis.org/ American Musical Instrument Society.
http: / /www.imit.org.uk/ The Institute of Musical Instrument Technology.

http: / /www.violink.com Violink. A commercialsite that maintains a wide array of useful links and resources.
http: / /www.vanzandtviolins.com/ Violinmaker David T. Van Zandt's Links Page. This venerable set of links is still one the best in

cyberspace.

http://www.viola.com Viola.com. A comprehensive portal for those seeking on-line informationon the viola.

Other Organisations
http: / /wwwvsa.to/ Violin Society of America.
http:/ /www.afvbm.com / American Federation
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International Musicological
Society 17th International

Congress (IMS 2002)

IMS 2002 will take place at the Monsignor Sencie Institute of the
Catholic University in Leuven, Belgium, from 1 to 7 August 2002.
The Congress willoffer symposia on eight themes, as explained in
detailon the IMS website (http://www.ims~online.ch/)and on flyers
available on request from the Secretary General of the IMS
(fax 41-1-923-1027, e-mail imsba@swissonline.ch):

1 . Hearing - Performing - Writing
2. The Dynamics of Change in Music
3. Who Owns Music?
4. Musica Belgica
5. Musical Migrations
6. Form and Invention
7. Instruments of Music: From Archeology to New

Technologies
8. Sources

Please consult the web page or contact the Chair of the program
committeefor more information:

Prof. Barbara Haggh: IMS 2002
Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center

School of Music, Room 3110-C
Universityof Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742 USA
Fax: (1) 301-314-9504

First Announcement

International Symposium of
Musical Acoustics Mexico City

Theme: "Musical Acoustics and an
Interactive Musical Instruments

Museum"

ISMA Mexico Citywill be held from 9 th - 13th December, 2002, in
Mexico City. The symposium will have as its main theme: the
relevance of musicalacoustics in aninteractivemuseum of musical
instruments. The thrust of the symposium is creating an interest

in musical acoustics among young and old generations by having
audiences visiting museums of musical instruments learn the
principles of musical acoustics in an attractive and interactive
manner; and by assisting them in understanding the functioning
of musical instruments. This will bring together musical
acousticians,musical museologists and museographers,curators and
directors of museums of musical instruments; musicologists;
biologists doing research on the acousticalproperties of different
woods, neuroscientists, and educators. The symposium will also
cover the classical topics of musical acoustics meetings, such as
the acoustics of stringed, wind and percussion instruments, as well as
the acoustics of the human voice, musicalpsychoacoustics, musical
reproduction, electronicmusic, and room acoustics.

This will be a satellite symposium of the 144th Meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America, the 3rd Iberoamerican Congress of
Acoustics and the 9th Mexican Congress of Acoustics, which will
jointlymeet from 13th November to 6 th December, 2002, inCancun,
Mexico.

Mexico City lies on the crossroads of the Americas. It was
founded by the Aztecs in 1325 and later became the capital of
New Spain and Independent Mexico. It is one of the outstanding
cultural centers of Latin America. This city is situated in south
central Mexico and is one of the largest metropolitan areas in the
world, with over 20 million people. Mexico City is connected by
air with themain cities of Europe, North America, South America,
the Orient and the Pacific, as well as the main tourist resorts of
Mexico. The temperature in December ranges between B°-20°C,
and the weatheris dry and sunny.

Languages: The official languages of this symposium will be
English and Spanish.

Transportation: For those persons attending the Cancun
meeting there willbe a special air connection to Mexico City.

Promoters: Catgut Acoustical Society, Escuela Nacional de
Musica / UNAM

Sponsors: Institute Mexicano de Acustica, Centro Nacional de
las Artes / INBA- CNCA, Centro de Instrumentos, Department
ofAcoustics / UNAM

Organising Committee:Eduardo Castro-Sierra, Miguel Zenker,
Gonzalo Camacho, Antonio

Corona,

Roberto de Ellas

ISMA Mexico City
Escuela Nacional de Musica

Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico
Xicotencatl 126

Del Carmen, Coyoacan
04100 Mexico,DE
(525) 651-5187 (tel)
(525) 680-3746 (fax)

ismamex2oo2@yahoo.com
www.unam.mx/enmusica/ismamexico.html
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Catgut Acoustical Society, Inc.
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(black and white camera-ready copy)

Page $200 7"xl0"
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55 Park Street
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EDITORIAL PROCEDURES FOR PUBLICATIONS
The CAS Journal is a peer-reviewedpublication. This means that
the Editor will seek the opinion of people knowledgeable about
the topic and qualified toreview the paper.

If a paper is not deemed suitable for publication in the CAS
Journal, theEditorwill so advise the author and explain thereasons.
If thepaper is acceptable in principle but changes are needed, the
Editor sends the paper back to the author with suggestions for

modification. Once the paper has attainedfinal form, it enters the
queue for space in one of the next issues of the CAS Journal.

COPYRIGHT
Submitting a paper for editorial considerationis a representation
that the paper has not been copyrighted or published elsewhere,
and is not under considerationfor publication elsewhere.

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING PAPERS
We invite submission of technical papers, short notes, book
reviews, obituaries, letters, and comments. Articles should not

exceed 6000 words, equivalent to approximately 6 Journal pages,
including graphics. Book reviews and notes should be limitedto

1000 words. Please consult a recent copy of the Journal for
guidelinesas to style.

Initial submissions can be in the form of hard copy, fax, 3V2
inch floppy disk, or e-mail. Please note that final copy must be
provided as a TEXTfile (.txt, text only) rather than as a native file
from a word processing program. However, hardcopy should be
provided thatreflects all special characters and desiredformatting,
superscripts, etc. so thatourprinter can accuratelyreproduce those

features. Cleanblack and whitephotographs and line drawings are
acceptable; low-resolutiongraphic images copied from web pages
and low-quality photocopies of illustrations are unacceptable.
Graphic images shouldbe formattedto nearstandardcolumnwidths
(2.5, 5.0, or 7.5 inches) and saved or scanned at high (300 dpi)
resolution in oneof the following formats: .tiff, .jpeg, .gif,or .bmp.
Please include graphics files on disk separately from text; do not
imbed images in word-processing documents such as Word or Word
Perfect.

Please send 3 paper copies of submitted articlesto CAS Office,
55 Park Street, Montclair, N.J. 07042 U.S.A., fax (973) 744-0375,
e-mail catgutas@msn.com. The Journal Editor can be contacted
at CASJEditor@aol.com.
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